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3PILOSIM OF THE CROSS.

CHAPTER XV

1 HOUGH I was not, for my father's

sake, prejudiced in favour of a friend of

de Mowbray, I could not refuse the friar

the claim his appearance at once made on

my respect. His height was commanding,

but bent, as I judge, with suffering and

vol, ii. B age;
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age ; his features marking, but now only

expressed piety and resignation,—while the

few silver hairs that thinly strewed his

cheeks, increased the interest his coun-

tenance excited.

u The Virgin preserve and bless you, my

son," said
.

he, as he entered, "you are

welcome to the castle of Latimer. Could

I for a moment wish your mother to look

from the regions of happiness, where I have

no doubt she dwells, it should be to see

her beloved son in the hall of his ancestors."

•" Friar," I replied, " I thank you, but

I would I had seen you on any other errand

than that of welcoming me to this castle,

which my mother evidently designed for

another. I had before as much wealth as

mortal man should desire, or can in safety

be intrusted with ; therefore, . had not a

wish to bereave the daughter of de Mow-

bray ofwhat I could never want. To con-

fess
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fess the truth, I am far more ready to envy

her the superior share she bore in my mo-

ther's affection."

<e To be satisfied with what we possess is

truly praise-worthy/' replied he; " but to

envy her that which constituted the conso-

lation of your mother's life, and was the

support of her's, is sinful. Buried in the

solitude of this castle, the baroness had no

other companion nor child; Christabelic

stood her in lieu of both, and might truly

be said to have ate of her bread, drank of

her cup, slept in her bosom, and been unto

her as a daughter."

" Father," said I, f* I have read the ma-

nuscript written by the Lady Christabelle."

" You have done well," replied he,

calmly; " if it can inform you of ought you

were before unacquainted with, it may

tend to remove prejudices."

B 2 « Tis
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" Tisa mournful narrative/' returned I,

" and however our families might be at

enmity, cannot fail to claim pity."

" True, yet the person most to be pitied

appears to me the Baron de Pointz, who

nourished a venom in his breast that im-

bittered every hour of his life. Pride and

jealousy were the bane of his, happiness. I

trust that the seeds died with him, and that

his spirit, freed from the corruption that

defiled it, rests in peace with those he on

earth thought his enemies."

" I had almost involuntarily said, Amen;

but restraining the word, I replied,

—

"•Doubtless .you knew, Father, that my
mother wished to form an union between

the daughter of de Mowbray and myself?"

" I did, and think, could it have been

brought to bear, it would have been pro-

ductive of much happiness."

" True,"
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"True," answered I, with a smile I

could not suppress, " provided I could have

loved the maid ;—but of that I may be al-

lowed to doubt."

" Not if your heart was disengaged,"

replied he; "young-ss she was, and before

her possessing the estate of Latimer, she

refused some of the first nobles both of

England and Scotland. You say you have

read her narrative; I may, therefore, tell

you, she possessed the beauty of Corally,

the spirit of de Mowbray, and the fortitude

of Mary la Pole. The death of the ba-

roness, indeed, pressed her too closely, and

was augmented by the very means she had

used to serve her. The heirship of Latimer

she never considered she had a right to

accept. Another circumstance, also, weighed

upon her,—before the baroness's death,

she informed her, that she had, by letter,

wished a meeting between her children as

B 3 she
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she expressly called both, and to see them

united, would be the height of her desires.

This intelligence wounded the maidenly

dignity of Christabelle's soul ; and though

she felt it allowable in a mother, yet it

made her ever averse to seeing you, and

caused her to dwell more on a conventual

life, which I at length was forced to yield

to. A slow fever hung on her for many

months, and previous to her retiring to St.

Mary's, frequently, at intervals, I. have

trembled for her reason. Thank Heaven,

the struggle is over, though I cannot now

recollect her sufferings without anguish .!'

* c Tsaw the old man was moved by the

recital.
—" The letter," said I, " respecting

an union between the Lady Christabelle

and myself, by some means had been mis-

laid, for I did not find it 'till after my fa-

ther's death.—But we will, if you please,

change the subject,"
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f* I then told him, that I had formed a

half resolution of visiting Palestine, as a

soldier of the cross, and protector of pil-

grims, and requested his prayers during my
travels.

" To my great surprise, he ardently dis-

suaded me from the attempt; represented

the slavery he had himself undergone, and

the misfortunes and death of de Mowbray,

concluding his exhortation by saying,

—

" I am convinced the time is not yet

arrived for the Christians to possess the

Holy-Land. In the mean time, our impa-

tience manures it with christian and with

inndel blood; at once dooming our brethren

and fellows to destruction, and cutting off

those unprepared souls, whom, by a longer

life, good example, and the providence of

Heaven, might receive the light of truth,

and turn from their false prophet to our

holy faith.—Therefore, be advised; though

B4 this
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this is our first meeting, the son of the

Baroness de Pointz cannot be indifferent

tome."

" Though almost predetermined to dis-

like la Roche, as an adherent of de Mow-
bray, his mildness, age, and holy vocation

conspired to undermine my resolution.

I
1 Father, I thank you," replied I, " bat

the determination, though recently formed,

is fixed. I am young and thoughtless, yet*,

believe me, such is the respect I hold to

religion, that I should account my life well

laid down in its defence. I have no parents

to weep my death, no wife nor children to

claim my cares ; but alone as it were in the

world, can be easily spared."

<e Not so," replied he, " you have many

great and important duties to fulfil.
—

'Tis

needful that the Baron de Pointz, in whom

the honours of so many noble houses centre,

should be both a husband and a father.

The
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The vassals whom Heaven hath delegated

to your care, look forward to a kind and

generous master, while your dealh might

leave them in the power of a tyrant; be

therefore advised, or at least take a twelve-

month's time to re-consider a business of

such importance."

" Yet de Mowbray, Father," said I,

" who had a wife in the most critical of all

situations, left her to follow Richard Cceiu"

de Lion to Palestine."

< c He did," replied he with a sigh, " but

the obligation he before owed to Richard

made a refusal impossible. Alas! never

will the honors before Aeon be effaced

from my memory. De Mowbray per-

formed prodigies of valour ! twice did I see

him fighting on foot, from his horses being

slain under him, and again remounted,

leading his men to the charge. Yet true

to his promise to Mary la Pole, he avoided

B 5 Hamet
j
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Hamet, though the barbarian evidently

sought him.'*

"Were you wounded in the battle,

Father ?" asked I.

" I was, severely, both in the side and

thigh, which last hath to this hour rendered

me lame;—but the deepest of my wounds

was to bring home the dreadful tidings of

my friend's death, and which resolved me

to devote my future thoughts to Heaven

alone."

<: Our discourse was considerably longer,

and on various subjects, and at length ter-

minated by my according with a request he

made me to attend prayers the following

evening at the convent.

" Such was the oppression of my spirits

during the day, that I would willingly have

avoided mournful scenes ; but my word was

passed, and at the hour of seven I repaired

to St. Mary's, where I found the chapel

lighted and all ready. The priests from the

Franciscans,
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Franciscans, with la Roche, attended, the

abbess received me unveiled, and ordering

me to be placed in the seat formerly ap-

pertaining to my mother, the solemn ser-

vice began. To my great surprise^ I found

it a mass for both my parents, and mutt

confess I felt gratified at the attention

shewn to my father's memory, and more

particularly so when I afterwards learned it

was the usual custom. To judge from the

emotion of many of the auditors, my mo-

ther must have been almost idolized, for

never, though so long dead, did I witness

more poignant sorrow; some of the vassals

wept aloud, and even the voices of the nuns

were tremulous through grief. The cere-

mony concluded, I returned home, and ex-

hausted for want of rest, soon retired to my.

chamber; where, in spite of the surrounding

gloom^ and the remembrance of the chro-

nicles, I slept soundly till the sun warned

me to rise.

.. CHAPTER
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CHAPTER XVI.

"A:S I sat at breakfast, la Roche was

announced and immediately admitted.

—

To be otherwise than in friendship with

him I felt impossible, and we entered into

discourse with the familiarity of old ac-

quaintance; when he again endeavoured, by

every means in his power, to turn my in-

clinations from a journey to Palestine.

—

" Father," replied I, " the effort is vain,

and to convince you it is so, I mean, this

day^
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day, to make my testament, and to give,

even now, this domain of Latimer, towards

the support of the Franciscan Monastery

and the Convent of St. Mary, in equal

portions, for ever.—For my other estates, I

shall dispose of them, except some bequests

to my friends, to the nearest of blood,

should I not return in safety.'*

£; My Son," interrupted the friar, " be-

ware what you do;—the saints know that I

love my consent, and would do ought to

increase its welfare, but we are, by the

bounty of the Baron Falconberg, his daugh-

ter, and the Lady Christabelle de Mowbray

sufficiently wealthy for men who profess a

contempt of riches. For the convent of

St. Mary, that is also flourishing; Mary

la Pole and the baroness endowed it nobly,

which, t >gether with the bequests of many

women of the first rank who have since re-

tired thither, enables them to support a

double
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double number to what was first designed.

You will likewise remember, that the Lady

Christabelle bequeathed the domain of

Latimer to you, with a request that you

would carefully preserve it ; a request which

your mother also made to her, and which

cannot be broken without disrespect to their

memory.''

" By my soul," interrupted Fitz-Hugb,

" but I revere that friar, for I believe he is

the first that ever turned a deaf ear to a

bequest, at whatever expence obtained.

But proceed, I pray you."

" If you are resolved to go," said he,

61 the Virgin guide and bring you back in

safety;—arrange your domains in the best

manner you are able, for the period of your

absence, but make no bequest, to take

place unless you fall, or do not return in

ten years. Journies to the Holy-Land are

uncertain, and many events may tend to

protract
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protract your stay that you now little fore-

see; and should you return and find an-

other in possession of your castles and

wealth, he might not be so easily ejected,

or ready to quit, as would be pleasant to

you."

" The father said much more; and at

length convinced me, that, at least, he had

prudence on his side, and I promised to

follow his advice. We then repaired to

his monastery, and afterwards to St. Mary's,

where I heard mass for de Mowbray and

his family, a custom which I was informed

was duly observed. The rest of my nar-

rative will afford thee no entertainment,

—

sufnce it, that I remained a fortnight at

the castle; during which time I arranged

every thing according to the advice of la

Roche, with whom I parted with regret,

having daily passed some hours with him,

either at the convent, or at Latimer.—Nay,

to
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to conceal nothing from thee, during that

time he insensibly wound himself so in-

tirely into my confidence, that I was even

weak enough to tell him the dream that

had so wrought upon my fancy. Like

thyself, he would fain have persuaded me

it was merely the effect of reading the

chronicles; but finding. me resolved, he at

length gave up the attempt, praying me to

write to him when opportunity served,

and also should I fall into any difficulties,

to inform him, as he would use the most

speedy means to remit my revenues.

" On my departure I presented both re*.

ligious houses with some gold and silver

vessels, left Cicely superintendant of the

castle, and her husband, whom la Roche

answered for, though I had not seen him,

steward of the domain ; and taking only

Christabelle de Mowbray's chronicles with

me, proceeded to the domains which I in-

herited
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Berried from the Baron Falconberg and

my father, where I arranged all for a long

absence. I next repaired to Oxford, where

the king kept his court; there I learned

that a crusade had been long in contem-

plation, but the number of knights and sol-

diers were not-compleat for the expedition.

" I enrolled my name among the ad-

venturers, contributed four hundred marks

towards the expedition, and we daily col-

lected people from all parts to join our

company, which thou knowest must be

merely to defend those under our care; for

we have no force to attack an enemy^,

though we have power and courage to re-

pel one. The greater part of the escort

met in France, where thou, to my great

satisfaction, also joined me, for I found

the company of a friend essentially neces-

sary in so tedious a.journey."

As
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As de Pointz ceased, Fitz-Hugh replied,

~—" So here we are safe in Sicily, how safe

hereafter Heaven knows. — Now, if I

thought it would avail, would I go to bed,,

and to-morrow swear that thy father ap-

peared to me
9
and commanded us to return.

"

" Though, as thou sayest," replied de

Pointz, " I know it will be unavailing, I

would persuade thee to return ;—it will be

no difficulty to reach either Normandy or

England.

"

" Pish, man, I am engaged with the

devil, and must sail with him; but how

two such fellows as thou and I came to be

made keepers of saints and pilgrims I can-

not tell. Hang it, I wish this fit of sanc-

tity had not been confined to males only,

—it surely argues great want of piety in

the young and handsome of the other sex,

not to have joined in this holy voyage."

" Marry,
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" Marry, I think so," answered de

Pointz, " had they been of the party thy

devotion had been tenfold stronger."

"And with justice!—Would'st thou

confine piety to* men only?—On my life,

thou art already half a Mahometan, to

treat women with so little ceremony. To

have seen the beautiful faces and hands of

the devotees, and to have heard their voices

chaunting through the night, would have

harmonized my whole soul."

" And had the hearts of the fair de-

votees been in unison with thy feelings,"

replied de Pointz, laughing, " this crusade,

unlike to all that have preceded it, might

have returned with more subjects than it

carried out, and that without a miracle."

" In truth it would have been a great

amendment; for crusading hitherto hath

been a disastrous and losing business. To

be sure it hath answered one purpose, that

of
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of removing the turbulent and malcontent

to a greater distance, and consequently

preserved peace at home.*'

Some of the knights entering broke off

the discourse. They came to consult with

de Pointz respecting their departure from

Sicily, the weather being favourable, and all

prepared. De Pointz declared he was

ready when called upon; and after some

arrangements respecting the escort, it was

agreed to leave the island the second day

after.

CHAPTER-
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CHAFfER XVII.

X HE soldiers and pilgrims being em-

.barked, the vessels set sail with a fresh

breeze, and after a pleasant voyage, reached

Palestine, where they landed without oppo-

sition. .Having taken a few days repose,

they continued their way to Aeon, and

meeting with a convenient spot resolved to

encamp for a short time, as many of the party

Were sick from fatigue or change of climate.

After
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After raising their tents, de Pointz, on

looking over his baggage, to his great vex-

ation missed the bag which contained the

manuscript of Christabelle de Mowbray,

and which he had carried on his own mule.

Resolved at all events, if possible to re-

gain it, not only on account of the value

he in reality had for it, but also as it laid

open the whole private history of his pa-

rents, he, by the advice of Fitz-Hugh,

caused it to be proclaimed throughout the

camp, that if any person had found a bag

containing a parchment manuscript, he

should, on returning it to the Baron de

Pointz, receive a reward of five marks ; &

recompence which both Fitz-Hugh and

himself deemed sufficiently large to tempt

at least three fourths of the party they

escorted.

For some hours the proclamation had no

effect, during which time de Pointz en-

dured
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dured a vexation which he could neither

surmount nor conceal; while Fitz-Hugh

endeavoured to render the loss lights or to

divert the reflection, though in reality he

was sensible that the uneasiness of his

friend was not without cause.

At length a vassal, named Gregory, who

had attended de Pointz from Normandy,

entered the tent.

—

" My Lord," said he,

Ci
I trust I have heard tidings of the ma-

nuscript which hath given you such unea-

siness, for a pilgrim hath found one as

he followed the escort through the desert."

"And why doth he not bring it?" in-

terrupted de Pointz, impatiently; (i he hath

detained it to read, I suppose, a curse on

his curiosity."

" Not so, my Lord, iie immediately sold

it to another pilgrim, who offered him a

mark for his chance."

" Who
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" Who hath it now?" said de Pointz.«

" Double the reward, so it be instantly

brought.*'

" You enhance the value, and by such

means will only make it be kept back.

—

Know you, Gregory, the man who now

hath it?" enquired Fitz-Hugh.

-Gregory replied in the negative, adding,

that the vexation of the pilgrim who had

first found, and sold the prize for a mark,

had alone made him acquainted with what

he had disclosed.

" Seek him, bring him hither, lose no

time, fly, and I also am thy debtor, good

Gregory."

Gregory knew the value of his master's

word, and hastened to obey him, and after

some short time returned with an elderly

pilgrim, named Jonas, who, on being

questioned, candidly confessed that he

could
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could neither read nor write, so concluded

the skins were of no value.

" To whom did'st thou sell them ?" said

de Pointz, impatiently, " they are mine,

and whosoever detains them now I have of-

fered a reward, shall be severely punished."

" I sold them," replied Jonas, " to the

proud pilgrim ; he never wants money for

any whim that comes into his head."

"The proud pilgrim," repeated de

Pointz, "a curious direction, there are

doubtless many proud pilgrims among our

party; I pray thee specify him more legibly."

st Nay," answered he, "some call him

the tawny pilgrim, if you know him by

that-name. Tn Sicily, indeed, the girls who

visited the camp, called him the handsome

pilgrim ; but I cannot find out wherefore,

except that women love something extra-

ordinary."

vol. ir. C De
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De Pointz stamped with impatience and

vexation, while Fitz-Hugh laughed, in spite

of all his endeavours to restrain it.

—

"And how the devil am I to find this

proud, tawny, handsome pilgrim '?" ex-

claimed de Pointz; " hath he no name, no

other definition nor signature by which we

may know him ?"

Gregory, who was present, then joined

the discourse, and addressing Jonas, said,

"You surely do not mean the young pil-

grim, whom they call Bertram of the Cross,

from his wearing a large one of ebony al-

ways hung on his bosom ?"

" Yes I do," replied he, "withallhis

sanctity I suppose he saw on the outside of

the parchments, a mark of what they were

worth; —my parents committed a grievous

sin in not learning me figures, for I have

even in this case lost five marks."

" One
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"One thou hast had," answered de

'Point z, "go with Gregory and bring back

this Bertram, and I will give thee another/'

so saying, he hastened them away without

reply.

"Qn my faith," said Fitz-Hugb,

" had'st thou lost a bundle of love-letters

•from the beloved of thy heart, thou could

not be more impatient: 'tis ten to one if

the pilgrim who now hath them, can read

any more than the first finder.'

'

"The loss is to me serious," answered

de Pointz, " and thou knowest it, although

thou hast endeavoured to pass it lightly.

—

To lay open the dissentions of my parents,

and if they had errors, to reveal them to the

world, is surely not the duty of a son.

—

Should I be fortunate enough to regain

the manuscripts, I will in future be more

careful."

C 2 After
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After some short time, Gregory and

Jonas returned, accompanied by two young

men, or rather lads, to the taller of whom,

Jonas informed de Pointz he had sold the

manuscript. The baron, in spite of his

impatience, could not refrain taking a cur-

sory view of the young pilgrims, particularly

of him who possessed the parchments;

—

he was tall, graceful, and so perfectly

formed, both itv'person and features, that

it was impossible to look on him without

admiration. His complexion was of a

deep olive, his hair and eyes suited

to the darkness of his skin ; the first in

glossy ringlets over his open brows, and

the latter sparkling like the stars of Heaven

amidst the clouds of night.

, His companion, whom he named Alan,

was fair in person, graceful, and if not in

company with Bertram, might have beea

called more than commonly handsome.

The
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The first surprise of de Pointz sur-

mounted, addressing Bertram, he asked why

he had not immediately, on hearing the

proclamation, brought the parchments.

" I heard it not/' answered Bertram,

u
. I was then asleep; my cousin Alan in-

formed me of it when I awoke, and I was

preparing to come hither as your mes-

senger arrived."

Bertram as he spokfy presented the

parchments, which de Pointz examining

and finding complete, said,—" The reward

is thine, my good youth ;—nay more, I will

double it, if thou can'st say uroii hast not

read them."

" Thou art enough to corrupt any boy

in the world," answered Fitz-Hugh ;

"thinkest thou he will now be foolish

enough to confess he hath ?"

" Such is your opinion," replied Bertram,

fixing his dark eyes contemptuously on

Fitz-Hugh.

C 3 " Aye,
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" Aye, marry is it," returned he, re-

garding the young pilgrim with some won-

der, the recollection of his being called.

proud recurring to his memory.

" And what then ?" said Bertram.

"What then/' repeated Fits-Hugh,

with increased astonishment, •' why then

thou wilt get the promised reward, and a

lie will not choke thee.'*

" I know not,.! shall not try.—To say

you lie, I have been taught is unbecoming.

I have read the manuscript.—In my place

would you not have done the same?"

"Perhaps! might;—but thou art too

forward, and forgettest that boys should

learn manners."

" I thank you for the reproof;—man-

ners become not only boys but men."

" Insolent !" replied Fitz-Hugh, warmly,,

"dost thou not fear I should chastise

thee ?"

"No!

•
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" No ! your errand in Palestine, or I

mistake, is to protect pilgrims, not to chas-

tise them; to quarrel among ourselves

would give the Saracens a high opinion of

our mission, think you not so?"

" Another retort," said Fitz-Hugh,

gazing on him ;
" why what the devil art

thou, who with that silken form darest ask.

the questions of a man ?"

" By what right dost thou demand who I

am?" replied he, "thou with the person of

a chief, and the flimsy manners of a page."

Fitz-Hugh's patience was exhausted,

and laying his hand on his sword, he ap-

proached Bertram ; hut his boyish appear-

ance, and a moment's reflection, made him

relinquish his purpose.—" Go, go," said

be, <c
I am ashamed to be moved thus to

anger by a boy."

De Pointz, who had listened with won-

der, now arose, and drawing Fitz-Hugh

C 4 aside,
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aside/ said,—" By my faith thou art wrongv

I revere the spirit of the lad."

" In my heart so do I," replied Fitz-

Hugh, " but I cannot tell him so."

u
I will for thee," answered de Pointz,

quitting Fitz-Hugh and addressing

Bertram,—" My good youth/* said he,

" my friend's spirits frequently carry him

beyond those bounds which strangers think

lie hath a right to go; but he means no ill,

—for my sake, I pray ye, know each other

better?"

"With all my heart, my Lord, for your

sake I will know him now, and for his own,

if he deserves it, love him hereafter, let

him only offer me his hand."

Fitz-Hugh drew back without reply.

" Nay, I prithee," said de Pointz, " offer

him thine, he is thy elder, and such a con-

descension becomes thee."

" Yes,.
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" Yes, my Lord, had I been the offender,

it doth, on my knees;—but in this case it

cannot be."

" Now, by St. Mary," said de Pointz,

u but ye are both fools.—For Fitz-Hugh

I do not wonder, but for thee, a mere boy,

almost a child, 'tis surpassing belief. Yet

shall ye, I swear, be friends, or both my
foes. Fitz-Hugh I know to be brave, and

for thee I think I can answer, though thou

hast not yet strength to cope with men,

thou wilt hereafter be secondary to no one;

therefore let neither submit, but I will

judge that he who first holds out the hand

of reconciliation loves me best."

The young pilgrim immediately held out

his hand, which Fitz-Hugh received with

a blusji, saying,

—

"• Though thou art an

impudent varlet, if thou can'st bear with

my temper, let us hereafter be friends."

C 5 " Sir
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" Sir Knight/' replied Bertram, " if

you honour me with your friendship, it

must be your part to bear; for I was spoiled

in infancy, and am now endeavouring to

learn to be a man."

" Well offered on both sides," said de

Pointz; " and I pray thee, young Bertram,

enrol me also among thy well wishers.

—

Though thou art rather better informed

of some family secrets than I could wish,

yet I think thee a brave lad, and conse-

quently my secrets are safe."

" Shall I swear, my Lord?" demanded

Bertram.

" No, the man whom simple words can-

not bind, oaths will not hold, so thy pro-

mise satisfies."

tc You shall not repent this confidence."

" I believe thee; and now to the re-

ward.—There are ten marks, and should

thou
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thou need more, remember de Pointz is

thy debtor."

" So may you remain then, my Lord,

—

I am no hireling. You are welcome,—

I

am paid in rendering you service."

" Nay, thou must take it;—they call

thee proud, and, in faith, I think thou art

so."

" I am indeed too proud to receive mo-

ney for simply performing a moral duty.

—

Beside I do not need," replied he,

—

" should necessity assail me, from the

Baron de Pointz will I first borrow."

" Pish, fool," said Fitz-Hugh, " take

it,—thou wantest a new cloak, that will

buy thee one."

" My cloak suits my condition," an-

swered he, " it is whole and warm, and I

require no further."

" Press him not," auswered de Pointz;

" his cloak is well, and, as I judge, the

heart
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heart it covers is yet better. I receive his

promise to consider me as his steward du-

ring "the crusade, and rest satisfied."

" I thank you, my Lord; and I here-

after may claim your assistance in some

other particular of more import to my
happiness than money."

" Do so, thou mayest command my
services."

De Pointz then dismissed Jonas with a

mark, as he had promised, saying,

—

" I

would give thee the whole reward, but to

teach thee more honesty in future;—thou

had'st no right to sell what was not thine,

but should'st have caused it to have been

cried through the camp until thou found

an owner."

Bertram, with Alan, also prepared to

withdraw, but de Pointz prevented them

by saying,

—

w We cannot yet spare ye, it

is
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is near the hour of supper, you must share

it with us;"

" I thank you, my Lord," replied Ber-

tram, " but my cousin will wonder at our

delay, and we are not wont to neglect

him."

" Nor shall you now;—specify to Gre-

gory how he may find him, he also must

be our guest."

Bertram directed Gregory to a particular

tent, there to enquire for the pilgrim May-

nard, and to request him to sup with the

baron.

While Gregory was absent, de Pointz

questioned Bertram of his family and

country. In return he learned, that he

was an English orphan, under the care of

an elder cousin, who was father to Alan.

" And what wind brought you to Pa-

lestine," said Fitz-Hugh, " at so early an

age?"

"A
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?f A call of duty which I could not re-

sist/' replied he; " and which to fulfil I

would make ten such voyages."

Gregory at that moment returned with

the pilgrim Maynard; and supper being

served, they seated themselves at the board,

Fitz-Hugh saying,—"Why now this is

well; this night we will give to conviviality,

drink to. our mistresses at home, and, if

possible, forget the distance that separates

us."

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER XVIII.

JL HE appearance of Maynard interested

the baron. He was a respectable man, near

sixty, but hale and strong; and though ap-

parently gifted with a good understanding

and general information, qualified his

knowledge with a modesty which could not

fail to recommend him. He would fain

have excused himself from supper, but the

baron and Fitz-Hugh insisting, he was ne-

cessitated to comply^ though he took the

lowest place.

The
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The restoration of the manuscript ap-

peared to have exhilarated the spirits of

de Pointz, who exerted himself to entertain

his guests, and to make them forget the

superiority of his rank, which he considered

might prove a restraint upon them. If it

had that effect upon.May nard and Alan, it

by no means actuated Bertram ; who

though he endeavoured to cultivate

the acquaintance and Friendship of the

baron, stooped to no servility, but

rather appeared to confer than receive an

obligation. Fitz-Hugh, as usual, was

free, lively, and whimsical ; and resolved

to discover if Alan possessed the spirit of

Bertram, attacked him after supper by

saying,-

—

6i
I think our young friend, Alan,

doth not bear the least resemblance to

Bertram, either in person, or, as I judge, in

temper, who, with all deference, is a very

viper, and as rank a tartar as myself."

" Their
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" Their relationship is slight/' answered

Maynard, " being cousins only in the fourth

degree,—yet their education, in many in-

stances, hath been the same; but Bertram

is naturally more courageous than Alan,

whom I could wish possessed more spirit."

is No doubt he will possess sufficient

when he grows older," replied PitZ-Hugh,

" I have heard old men say, that wisdom

encreases with the beard, and why should

not courage also, therefore have patience

till he be a man."

" In truth," said Bertram, " I do not be-

lieve the adage;—though for courage I

know not, yet for wisdom I will answer, or

how comest thou so scanty, when thy chin

is so well covered ?"

" I would that modesty came with a

beard," answered Fitz-Hugh, laughing,

" then would I pray for the growth of

thine;—if thou provokest me again I shall

certainly defy thee."

" And
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"And if you do/' replied Bertram, " I

shall certainly accept the challenge, for

which ever gains the victory, the survivor's

fame must be lasting;—mine, if I conquer

the gallant Fitz-Hugh, or his, if he van-

quishes me.—In the latter case, the Sara-

cens would fly before him, as though pur-

sued by aGoliah."

"Marry, how explainest thou that?"

said Fitz-Hugh.

" Easily/' answered the youth, " must

they not have a deadly fear of the man

who could conquer such a champion as

Bertram, the Pilgrim?"

"A truce, a truce/* cried de Pointz,

" Fitz-Hugh will learn forbearance from

thy levity, Bertram, for he is foiled with his

own weapons.'

'

" In sober truth, my Lord," answered

Bertram, " my tongue is my only defence;

for I know little of the use of arms, though

there is an old soldier, said to be uncom-

monly
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monly skilful, of whom I receive instruc-

tions daily."

" Thou oVst well," replied de Pointz,.

u and should there be ought in which I

can assist, command me."
14 Of me," laid Fits-Hugh, " call on

me daily | I will give thee lessons on deco-

rum, which thou so much wantest."

" I thank you;—but my cousin has thrice

warned me that it is late, therefore good

night, the Virgin guard your slumbers."

"The like to thee," answered the baron.

Then addressing Maynard, he added,

—

" you will oblige me by calling upon me
early to-morrow."

Maynard bowed, and with his son and

eousin left the tent.

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER XIX,

According to the request of the

baron, Maynard attended him at an early

hour, when de Pointz particularly ques-

tioned him respecting his situation, and of-

fered any assistance in his power, should he

need it.

Though Maynard gave open replies to

what the baron asked, yet he did not ap-

pear communicative, and at length with-

drew,, thankfully declining his offer, by

saying.
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faying, be hoped they had sufficient to

defray their expences till their return.

The health of the sick being somewhat

restored, after three days they again struck

their tents, and proceeded a day's journey,

when they encamped near the spot where

Richard Cceur de Lion had by agreement

erected a chapel for the souls, of those slain

in Palestine, and adjoining to which dwelt

twelve priests; an indulgence which by pur-

chase had been agreed to by the Saracens.

In the evening, de Points was uncommonly

thoughtful, and Fitz-Hugh in vain en-

deavoured to amuse him, until at length

weary of the effort he said,—" It is a fine

night, I pray let us stroll around the camp ;

we may chance to meet our game chicken,

whom I have not seen to day, he will help

to drive away melancholy."

De Pointz consented; and walking

through the camp, they proceeded towards

the
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the chapel dedicated to St. John. By the

way some pilgrims passed on their return

from their devotions, and among others,

three whom both de Pointz and Fitz-

Hugh would have thought to have been

Bertram and his friends, had they not gone

by without noticing them.

" That surely cannot be Bertram," said

de Pointz; u yet 'tis of the same height

and air, as are also his companions of that

of Maynard and Alan."

" It cannot be Bertram," answered Fitz-

Hugh, " for little as I observed, this youth

appeared to be lost in reflection, his face

buried in his hat, and his arms folded in

his cloak.—His companions also seemed

in sorrow."

While they were speaking a man passed,

and bowed respectfully.

u Jonas, I think ?" said the baron.

"The
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** Hath Bertram bequeathed his sauciness

to thee?"

At that montent a soldier passed with a

torch, the light of which reflecting on the

face of Bertram, de Pointz was shocked

at the languor and depression that over-

,

spread his features.

" I pray thee cease thy raillery/' said

he to Fitz-Hugh. " What wilt thou

have?" continued he to Bertram, " I am

better provided than thou art."

" Nothing, I thank you, my Lord,''

answered the youth, " I have all I require."

" Now, by my honour, Bertram, but

such pride is out of season.—If thou wilt

let me I am inclined, however short our

acquaintance, to be thy friend ;.i£*no£, 'tis

done, I will force myself on no one."

De Pointz had passed his arm under

that of Bertram, and as he spoke felt the

tears of the youth drop fast upon his hand.

vol, n. D "Nay,"
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<e Nay/' continued he, " how is this?

what hath vexed thee, my good lad ?

—

Speak, again I repeat, I am inclined to

esteem thee. Why thy heart beats against

my arm as though it would force its way

through thy side.—Art thou subject to

these palpitations?"

t* My gratitude and warmest affections

are for ever due to the Baron de Pointz,"

at length replied the youth, with a voice

interrupted by his emotion. " But pardon

me, I am to-night not myself; I will retire

to rest, and to-morrow more truly express

my thanks."

" Good even then," replied the baron,

shaking him by the hand, as did also Fitz-

Hugh. " I will send to-morrow to learn

of thy health."

Thus speaking they parted, the baron

and his friend retiring to their tents.

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER XX.

EARLY the ensuing day the baron arose,

and without calling Fitz-Hugh, unaccom-

panied took his way to St. John's; where

making himself known, he was received

by the priests with the respect his rank and

demeanour claimed.

" Good Fathers/' said he, " you see

before you a young man possessed of num-

berless faults, but who in the hour of re-

D 2 flection
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flection endeavours to act uprightly. In the

first place, I would wish to contribute to-

, wards the expence of the solemn masses

frequently repeated for the souls of those

who have perished in this land, and par-

ticularly for that of Robert de Mowbray;

for which purpose I will deposit a sum with

you, though I would wish my name not to

be made public as the donor."

So saying he presented them to the

amount of two hundred marks, in gold and

jewels; and having received their blessing,

addressed them thus,-^—" I have some cu-

riosity, good Fathers, relating to an indi-

vidual in this land, which I know not, ab-

stracted as you dwell from the world,

whether you can satisfy.—It is respecting a

favourite of the late soldan's, called Hamet,

a man high in power, and who was en-

gaged in the conflict before Aeon, some

nineteen years since."

Myit
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M My son/' answered the senior priest,

* we carefully avoid all communication

with the Saracens, who, notwithstanding

the treaty which authorises us to dwell

here, would not scruple to sacrifice us, did

they not fear awakening the resentment of

the combined Christian powers. We,

therefore, as you truly judge, have little in-

formation concerning them ; but of Hamet

we have heard, as the bitter enemy of our

faith, for which Heaven pardon him, for he

is gone to his account some two years

since, leaving two sons, accounted the

richest men in Syria,—further we know

not."

" I thank you, Father," replied dePointz,

who after some more discourse took his

leave, first promising to attend a high mass

that was to take place the ensuing evening.

As the baron passed through the camp,

he enquired for the tent of Maynard,

D 3 which
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which being shewn him, he was on the

point of calling at the entrance, when ths

sound of the lute struck his ears, accom-

panied by a voice singing a morning hymn

to the Virgin, in a strain so harmonious,

that his soul, appeared entranced with the

melody; nor till the music ceased did he

recollect his errand, when calling aloud,

Maynard speedily came forth, and bowing

lowly, expressed his gratitude for the ho-

nour done him, while the baron hastily en-

quiring after Bertram, entered the tent with

the warm familiarity of an old acquaintance.

Bertram and Alan were sitting at some

distance from a board on which was spread

bread and fruit, and by the side of Bertram

laid the lute, whose sound had contributed

towards- giving the baron such pleasure.

The youths both rose on his entrance,

and he saw with satisfaction that Bertram's

features had regained some degree of their

usual
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usual animation ; and, on enquiry, was in-

formed, his health was much better.—

Casting his eyes around their tent, he was

pleased to see it contained comforts equal

to his own, though in a simple and humble

style, and was yet more commodious by

being divided into two apartments, by

means of a thick but coarse tapestry.

" To your son or your cousin," said the

baron, addressing Maynard, " I have been

obliged for a high gratification thismorning;

for, to confess the truth, I involuntarily be-

came a listener to some of the sweetest

music I ever heard."

" They both sing and touch the lute,

my Lord," replied Maynard, " but this

morning it was Bertram alone."

" It is almost to be lamented that he will

lose that softness of voice as he reaches

manhood," answered the bnron, " for me-

thinks 'tis calculated to touch the heart."

D4 As
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As he spoke, his eyes met those of Ber-

tram, the modest crimson of whose cheek

glowed through the deep hue of his com-

plexion. •*

" I seldom sing," at length replied he,

" this morning it was an involuntary im-

pulse to relieve the weight that hung over

my spirits."

"In faith," said the baron, "I could

listen to thee for ever, and shall frequently

intrude upon thy skill.—I have been walk-

ing this morning, and as Maynard's break-

fast is prepared, with leave I will share it."

u You honour us above our deserts,"

said Maynard ; " what we have is at your

service, but our fare is too humble for your

Lordship."

"Why so," returned the baron, "if

you think me an epicure or a glutton you

wrong me,"

Bertram
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Bertram then presented the fruit, a3

Alan did the bread, and the breakfast passed

with satisfaction and content on all parts,

though Bertram spoke little and ate less.

" There is a solemn service at the chapel

to-night," said the baron, " mean you to

attend?'*

"Yes, my Lord, religion never fails to

calm ihose paroxysms of weakness to which

I am at times subject/' replied Bertram.

—

" I have also a commission to fulfil, and if

you are there shall consider myself ho-

noured by your sanction."

" Willingly/' replied he, " I will meet

you there at six."

The discourse rhen turned on various

subjects, after Which, the baron rising

kindlv bade them farewel.

On his return Fitz-Hugh was awaiting

him ;—<~he informed him that he had called

Da on
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on Bertram, bat made no mention of his

gift to the priests of St. John's.

In the evening, all being prepared, a pro-

cession to the chapel took place. The

sacred banners were first borne, after which

walked the leaders of the expedition, com-

pletely armed in their proper orders, and

among whom was dePointz;—next came the

knights and soldiers, cloathed in white habits

with a red cross on the shoulder, and their

swords unsheathed ; and last followed the

pilgrims, in their doublets, vests, and long

grey cloaks, each bearing a cross in value

suitable to his estate ; the eyes of all bent de-

voutly to the earth, and their faces buried in

their slouched hats.—Among the pilgrims

was Maynard, with Alan and Bertram, the

latter of whom the baron speedily singled

out, and sending an attendant, requested he

would join him. Bertram obeyed, when the

baron placing him on his right hand, said,

—" Now
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—fC'Now I am at your command for any

service you may require of me."

Bertram made no reply, but on reaching

the chape!, as both soldiers and pilgrims had

their heads uncovered, the baron saw that

the agitation of the youth was not only too

great for words, but almost overpowered him

to fainting, for had he not leaned against a

pillar he had fallen.

During the solemn service, Bertram

appeared to collect his spirits, and before it

concluded seemed to have overcome all

weakness \ for his eyes bespoke the anima-

tion of hope, and his pallid lips had re-

gained their coral hue.

De Pointz viewed him with asto-

nishment and curiosity,—" Strange youth,"

said he, mentally, " with the promise of a

disposition noble, vigorous, brave, and un-

daunted, thou hast yet the fragile form and

weakness of a girl."—Then addressing him,

he
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he said*
—"My good lad, 1 rejoice thou

art better, I much feared thou would

again be disordered.'*

" I dreaded it myself, my Lord," an-

swered he, " but, thank Heaven, the sick-

ness is past, and I feel as I could wish, my

soul is inspired with the commission I have

to fulfil."

As the ceremony concluded, and the

concourse began to disperse, Bertram

added,—" Tarry yet, I pray you, a short

time, my Lord, till the people be withdrawn;

you promised me your support, in a few

moments I shall claim it."

The baron was struck with astonishment,

but resolved to gratify the youth, stood in

silent expectation till the whole of the

crusaders and pilgrims had left the chapel;

some of de Pointz's vassals, Maynard and

his son alone excepted.

The
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The priests still stood at the altar, when

Alan approached Bertram and from un-

derneath his cloak drew forth a richly or-

namented golden censer, with two handles,

to each of which was affixed a chain of the

same metal.—"Favour me, my Lord,"

said Bertram, receiving the censer and pre-

senting one chain to the baron, " by as-

sisting in bearing to the altar this offering,

which I but fulfil the request of a noble

friend in presenting to the blessed patron of

this spot.—Should I ever reach my native

land, you shall know the particulars ; at

present let this reason suffice, that the

countenance and support of one of the most

noble of the Christian chiefs will give me
courage to make the offering, and enhance

the value of the gift in the eyes of the

devout men of this chapel."

The baron took the chain, and advanced

with him to the altar.—Bertram knelt, an

example
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example which de Pointz immediately fol-

lowed,

—

Ci Holy Fathers/' said the youth,

" receive this gift for your chapel, from the

most virtuous and pious of friends, who

wished the bequest sent, though I could not

have flattered myself with being the ho-

noured messenger.—Oh! blessed spirit,"

continued he with energy, raising his

voice, " may'st thou, but for a moment, be

permitted to witness a scene so far ex-

ceeding thy hopes and my expectations,

and which surely testifies that Heaven gives

sanction to the deed!"

Then turning to the baron, he said,
—" I

pray ye, my Lord, assist me to raise the

offering; my hands tremble, not with weak-

ness, but pleasure."

De Pointz obeyed, and as the priest re-

ceived the gift, Bertram exclaimed, in the

triumph of pious exultation,—" Thus, thus,

srmted spirit, may every desire of thy pure

heart
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heart be accomplished, and a blessing rest

at once on the donor, and the agents of

this thy will!"

The energy with which Bertram spoke

inspired the baron with awe, and as he in-

stinctively said,

—

" Amen," he gazed with

wonder and admiration on the youth.

" The saints look favourably on our act,"

said Bertram, clasping de Pointz by the

hand, l 'join with me, my Lord, in prayer

for my friends, and I will pray for your's;

and here, at the foot of the altar, in the

presence of Heaven, I swear to you a sin-

cere and inviolable friendship."

As he spoke, he raised the ebony cross

which he wore to his lips, and fervently

kissing it, he presented it to the baron.

" I accept thy offer, thou strange but

fascinating boy," replied de Pointz, press-

ing the cross to his lips; " though my own
years be not many, I will be unto thee an

elder
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elder brother, and direct thy youth to

honour."

" The Virgin ratify the vow and the

promise/' said an elder priest, who stood at

the altar, <e and a blessing rest on ye both."

v
After a few moments Bertram arose from

his knees, as did also the baron.

—

". And

now, Father," said the youth, " I have

yet another task in which I wish your ad-

vice.—The censer presented to-day, was

merely a commission with which I was en-

trusted; and which, thank Heaven, 1 have

executed to my heart's utmost desire. For

myself, I am not rich, but 1 would wish

to devote what I can spare, to the re-

demption of some few of the suffering

Christians now in slavery in Palestine, and

must beg you, if in your power, to direct

me to proper objects." \

The priest named two in the vicinity of

Joppa, and received gold for their li-

beration ;
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beration; after which Bertram, with the

baron, and the few that remained, left the

chapel. "

As they passed towards the camp, they

met Fitz-Hugh.—" Where have ye tar-

ried, " said he, " that ye returned not

with the procession ?— I did not miss ye

till a while since, and was coming to seek

ye."

" Some business of Bertram's detained

us at the chapel," replied the baron ; " now

we are at thy service, for Maynard, with

his son and cousin, will sup with us."

" To-night, my Lord," answered May-

nard, " you must, so please you, excuse

us; to-morrow we are at your command*

Say you not so, cousin Bertram ?"

" Exactly, " replied he; *f however I

feel myself obliged to the baron, to-night

I am not fitting for company."

" Be it then so," replied de Pointz; " at

the hour of dinner let us see you. Farewel."

Maynard
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Maynard and Alan then bade him adieu,

Bertram bowed; and leaving de Pointz and

Fitz-Hugh, they took their way homeward,

De Pointz during supper related to Fitz-

Hugh all that had passed, concluding the

whole by saying,—" Thou- gee'st we have

been mistaken respecting that youth, mo*

ney he cannot need, for the censer he pre-

sented to the chapel was a noble gift, and

worthy the munificence of a prince; and

though he said he only executed a com-

mission in that presentation, yet he means*

as I told thee, to liberate some Christian

slaves, an example I think so praise-wor-

thy, that I shall myself follow it."

" The whole of his conduct," answered

Fitz-Hugh, " is to me a paradox. Tis

plain, though he pays the utmost respect

to old Maynard, and treats his son with the

most affectionate attention, yet they in re-

turn consider him as a superior, for he is

ever
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ever consulted as the first object. 1 think

he has more property than he judges safe

to disclose in this expedition, and which

doubtless was adopted in the romantic ef-

fervescence of his brain."

" Me apparently possesses prudence and

piety, replied de Point*, " far beyond

what could be expected at his early age;,

and for his person, except the dark hue of his

complexion, never did I see one so entirely

perfect. His form, features, hair, teeth,

and eyes, are uncommonly beautiful, his

voice is harmony ; and his understanding,

cultivated by education, makes him even

without these advantages, an agreeable and

desirable companion."

The situation and conduct of Bertram

furnished them with a topic for conversation

the remainder of the evening, until at

length they separated, and retired to rest.

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER XXL

i\CCORDING to the promise of the

evening before, Maynard, with Alan and'

Bertram, dined with the baron and Fitz-

Hugh the ensuing day,—Bertram appeared

to have recovered his spirits, and though,

as usual, simply clad as a pilgrim, his vest,

doublet, and cloak were new, and of a

lighter grey than those he before used.

The dinner over, the baron requested the

youth and his cousin to sing, but both

declined it
-

y though at his further entreaty,

their
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their lutes being brought, they played al-

ternately during the afternoon.

In an interval from the music, Fitz-

Hugh addressing Bertram, said,—" I am

glad thou hast adopted my advice in pur-

chasing a new cloak, for in faith thy other

was worn out; but I pray thee tell me, is not

bearing a cross in thy hand sufficient,

—

why wearest thou that of ebony on thy

bosom ?

"

" I wear it for my sins/' replied Bertram,

with a sigh, " and as a memorial, least I

should forget and commit greater."

" At thy age are thy sins great enough

to make thee sigh ?" said Fitz-Hugh, li but

bear up, thou hast youth and time sufficient

to repent them, particularly if they all

centre under that cross. Marry, to make

a cross to cover mine, would need as much

wood as might build a bridge over the

Atlantic."

" After
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" After so candid an avowal/' answered

Bertram, " it is surely time to endeavour to

amend them.*'—Youth is short; and age fre-

quently so weakened and overpowered by

infirmity, that the mind is no longer ca-

pable of those vigorous exertions necessary

on so material an occasion."

" Marry/' replied Fitz-Hugh, u my wise

youtig friend, 1 pray thee shave thy head,

get a cowl and a friar's garment, and I will

dub thee my confessor. In faith, hereafter,

when some dozen years have passed over

thee, thou wilt have plenty of penitents

among the women, who are ever partial to

. a handsome priest."

" I thank you, but have no ambition to

be so employed," answered Bertram ; " but

remember my complexion, and your corn-

pliment, if you mean it such, is misplaced."

" No, in faith/' said Fitz-Hugh, « in

spite of tfce deep hue of thy skin, thou must

ever
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*ever be a handsome fellow.—Alan too will

hereafter stand a good chanee with the

girls."

"My cousin and son, "interrupted

Maynard, "have been educated,^ I thank

Heaven, to consider modesty as, no defect

in a man ; you will therefore obljge me by

waving all discourse that may tend to give

ihem improper thoughts.

"

" Thou art right," answered Fitz-Hugh,

" to thank Heaven for their modesty, for

'tis a precious and scarce article; but do

-what thou wilt, the women will in time

corrupt them.—I speak from wofui expe-

rience, for, though I say it, six years since,

there was not a more modest lad than my-

.self in all Normandy.

"

" That is indeed wonderful," said Alan,

drily, "no one would believe it; for not a

single trace remains, either in ygur features

"it

or manners."
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" It Is no less true," added Fitz-Hugh,
* f as de Pointz will vouch for me."

" Not T in faith," replied the baron,

<c thou vvert ever an incorrigible rogue."

" A truce with your modesty," said

Bertram, " if Ijudge not too hastily, neither

of you are gifted with an extraordinary

share. But tell me, I pray you," address-

ing the baron, " when mean you to pro-

ceed to Jerusalem ?"

" Two days hence," answered he, " we

shall strike our tents ;—hitherto we have

passed unmolested by the Saracens, what

we may do as we approach nearer the holy

city I know not."

" Heaven protect all !" answered Bertram,

** I would the expedition was safely ter-

minated."

" In troth so do I," said Fitz-Hugh,

" and that we were all happily married."

"A
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* c A good wish," answered Maynard,

*' but what says the baron ?"

" For myself I answer," replied he, " that

I have no inclination to that state; and for

Fitz-Husfh, I would have him before

he enters it, take some pains to curb the

effervescence of his disposition. For

Bertram and Alan, some dozen years hence

will be time enough."

" For us there is indeed no haste," re-

plied Bertram, " but for you, my Lord,

the case is different ; and no doubt, on your

return to England, some of our fair maids

will be candidates for your heart."

" I make no promise; but of this be

assured, that person alone will never win it.

I must, if ever I wed, have a rational com-

panion, one with a mind formed on the

model of Christabelle de Mowbray, of

whom thou hast read.—That maid has

raised women in my estimation."

vol. ii. E "She
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cc She was a phoenix too good for this

world," replied Fitz-Hugh.

" Mean you that she is dead then ?"

said Alan.

•-" Too true," answered the baron.

" And you loved her, my Lord?" said

he.

" I never saw her, but her chronicles

testify at once a cultivated mind, and a

feeling heart."

" She did not monopolize those qualities,

my Lord," observed Bertram.

" Perhaps, not, but I would they were

more frequently to be met with."

" I would not have given a mite for thy

freedom had'st thou ever seen that girl,"

said Fitz-Hugh ; "for rubbing off old

scores, thou would'st have wooed her for

thy mother's sake, and she would have

blushed and consented, as in duty bound,

and the priest having given leave, instead

of
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of parading in Palestine, thou would'st

have been employed in begetting sons and

daughters by dozens/'

" In faith, it would not have been much

amiss/' returned the baron, " could we

have so agreed; but I would neither have

wooed her for mv mother's sake, nor ac-

cepted her from an impulse of duty.
k
But

we talk of matters which now can never be;

and which in all probability are arranged

more happily than we could have settled

them.4
*

" Most surely so," replied Bertram. " But

the evening is advanced, and 'tis time to

retire, for my cousin loves not late hours."

" Good night then," answered the baron.

" Shall we not see you to-morrow ?—Re-

member as we proceed on our way, that

you linger not behind, for the Arabs are

said to be in great strength in the desert.

"

" We thank you, my Lord," replied

Maynard, " and will be observant."

E 2 CHAPTER
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CHAPTER XXIL

A'T the time appointed the pilgrims and

soldiers continued their journey in safety

till three hours after noon, when at a dis-

tance they discovered a numerous company

of Arabs,, whom they immediately knew to

be a band of those plunderers who dwell

in the desert. The crusaders were too

well prepared to fear an irregular body of

men, however ferocious; and arranging

all for an attack, they made a halt, and

awaited
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awaited their approach. The pilgrims

were, placed in the rear, such excepted as

chose to take a more active part; among

which number was Bertram, who, notwith-

standing the entreaties of Maynard and

Alan, still persisted, though even the baron

joined, as thinking him too weak and in-

experienced to venture in such a contest.

Maynard, at his own request, was furnished

with a sword; but Bertram, who claimed

a post near de Pointz, refused all arms but

a dagger, saying,—" A sword is too heavy

for me, but the dagger suits me well."

61 My good-lad," replied de Pointz, " thy

courage outstrips thy strength ; I shall be

grieved to death if thou should'st receive

any injury."

" My life is of no more value than that

of the meanest individual here," answered

he. " At the altar I swore a firth and in-

violable friendship to the Baron de Pointz,

E 3 and
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and death alone, shall dissolve it. Did t

possess a throne I would share it with him-;,

or were fortune to frown, and strip him of

all his possessions, I would partake his po-

verty,—and as a proof^ will now share his

danger."

The baron, charmed with the ardour of

the youth, embraced him. — " Thou
shewest me, Bertram," said he, " the

extent of my promise, yet I do not wish

to retract it. But say, Maynard, has this

brave boy any skill in using, the weapon he

hath chosen ?"

Maynard, though apparently a cou-

rageous man, replied, with evident emo-

tion,—" I would give my life, my Lord,.

to prevent him from entering into any

conflict in Palestine, as he is intrusted to

my care; yet I must own he is uncom-

monly skilful, not from strength, but from:

the activity of his motions, which are so

rapid,
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rapid, that the eye can scarcely catch them

before they fall."

" In a close attack with a similar weapon

that might do well, but in battle a dagger

is no defence against the sword."

" My Lord, . why do you humiliate me

thus?—I am resolved!—Should I do well,

I shall gain merit in my own estimation

by the effort ; should I fall, love Maynard

and Alan for my sake, they will tell you my
unhappy story, and beguile you of a tear."

"Heaven forefend!" answered the ba-

ron. " But enough, see, the Arabs ad-

vance. They are more numerous than we

expected, six hundred at least; but what

is double that force, to even half the num-

ber in a Christian host ?—-Let our martial

music play, our pilgrims chaunt a hymn of

reliance on the Providence that leads us

on, and then advance to meet them."

E4 The
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The Christians were armed with swords,,

battle axes, cross bows, and spears. .The;

baron,, with Fitz-Hugh and some oth$r

chiefs, led them on., In the second line,,

immediately behind de Pointz, was Ber-

tram, by whose side was Maynard, Alan

remaining in the rear with the pilgrims.

The Arabs met them within an hundred

yards, when uttering a fearful and dis-

sonant yell, they rushed forward with their

swords and cross bows to attack them.

The baron and Fitz-Hugh, in the front

of danger, set the example, and in tl>e mid-

way intercepting the foe, laid two of their

leaders, in a few moments, dead on the

plain; while the Christian soldiers, animated

by the example of their chiefs, followed,

and attacking the Arabs broke through

their ranks, and spreading slaughter among

them, universal confusion ensued. Ber-

tram followed the baron, though he struck

no
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no blow ; and had it not been for Maynard,

de Pointz, and Fiiz-Hugh, who each more

than once shielded him at their own per-

sonal danger, he had been slain. The In-

fidels, naturally savage, and giving no

quarter, expected none; but hazarding all

upon a decisive stroke, again advanced, and

once more charged, though surrounded by

the Christians, and even when destitute of

hope, sustained the conflict, preferring

death to submission.

The baron, though skilled in arms, found

all his strength and dexterity necessary to

ward off the blows of one of the chiefs of

the party, until at length, by a well timed

stroke, he had the good fortune to lay him

in the dust ; when another of his comrades

seeing his danger, rushed forward, and with

ferocious vengeance aimed a blow at the

baron, whose back was turned towards him.

E5 At
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At that moment Bertram, with the ac-

tivity which Maynard had described, darted

between them, and before the stroke could

fall, plunged his dagger in the Arab's side,

at the same time uttering so loud and

piercing a shriek, that the baron turned,

and at once saw his own danger, by the

shortened sword of the falling Arab,

and his deliverer in the panic struck Ber-

tram, who still clenched the bloody dagger,

and by his fixed eye pointed out the object

who had sunk beneath it.

The heat of « the combat admitted no

time for words, but the leaders of the ban-

ditti being slain, the remainder who were

able, took to flight, leaving their wounded

companions to perish on the parched sands,

and their slain to become food to the birds

of prey, or to the serpents of the desert.

The cry of victory resounded from the

knights to the soldiers, and the song of

thanksgiving
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thanksgiving to theVirgin from the pilgrims,

who in the mean time were employed in

binding up the wounds of the soldiers; in

the solemn pauses of their hymns congra-

tulating each other that none of their valiant

protectors were slain.

" De Pointz," exclaimed Fitz-Hugh,

" where is thy gallant preserver, the in-

comprehensible Bertram ?—Placed near me,

I have observed him during the conflict. At

the commencement, with pallid lips and

aguish trembling, shaking every limb, I

could have curst him for a coward; but at

the moment of thy danger, though I

rushed forward, my speed was that of a

snail, compared to his.—His eyes darted

fire, the flush of despair shone through the

deep hue of his complexion, and with the

rapidity of lightning, he aimed a blow at

the villain who struck at thee, with such

determined skill, that in a minute laid him

at thy feet."

" Where,
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"Where, indeed, is he?" returned the

baron ;
" my affection for him before this

was but the impulse of the moment, it is

now a debt of gratitude, for, boy as he is,

he hath preserved my life."

Jonas, the pilgrim, who was binding up

the hand of Fitz-Hugh, which had received

a wound, replied sarcastically,—" In truth, •,

Master, I believe he is either sick or hath

fainted, for I saw Majnard bear him away

in his arms.—He is subject to fits."

"Fits!" repeated the baron, "what

meanest thou,—where is he? — Sooner

would I give a thousand marks than he

should have received injury!"

" Pardon me, my Lord," answered Jonas,

" but he hath fits of sorrow, fits of mirth,

fits of pride, fits of humility, fits of piety,

fits of bravery, fits of cowardice "

" As thou hast fits of insolence and

knavery," interrupted the baron with im-

patience,
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patience, at the same moment striking

Jonas, " learn, varlet, to curb thy tongue

when thou speakest of my friends, or I will

dash thee beneath my feet."

At that moment Bertram advanced

between Maynard and Alan; a faint smile

played on his lips, but it appeared an effort

rather than a real effusion of nature.

—

" My brave boy," exclaimed the baron, " I

owe thee my life, but it will be of no value

if I lose my deliverer V*

Bertram advanced to the baron and re-

ceived his offered hand, which, as he

pressed to his lips, he could not restrain his

tears. — " Fie on this folly," said he,

" I myself shame to give way to it, but

though my heart is strong my nerves are

weak, therefore I pray ye pardon me."

" The oppressive heat of this country,"

answered the baron, " increases thy weak-

ness;—to restore thy health must be our

joint
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joint care when we return, to enjoy the

invigorating breezes of our native island.—

But why do'st thou gaze so fearfully

around?.—the Arabs who have fallen in

this contest were but a horde of murderers,

from whom the world is happily delivered."

" Alas!'' replied Bertram, " however true

that observation, do they not bear the image

of their great Creator? which, notwith-

standing they have disgraced, I cannot for-

get that they are my fellow creatures.

Would it not be possible to bind up the

wounds of some that are the least hurt, so

as to enable them to assist their comrades,

or to procure them help."

" And thus give them a fresh opportunity

to way-lay and injure travellers, who may

not possess the means to defend themselves

as we have done," answered Fitz-Hugh.

"You are witness in what force they as-

semble, and frequently do they cut off

whole
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whole caravans of merchants and pilgrims,

who travel in numbers for the greater

safety."

u One of the first tenets of our holy be-

lief is mercy," returned Bertram, " let us

shew it to these infidels, and thus teach

them to respect a faith they have hitherto

derided.

"

* Bertram advises well, let us give them

then a lesson which they cannot forget,"

said the baron.

The charitable act was immediately-

adopted; Bertram with Maynard and Alan

particularly seeking out the villain whom

the youth had wounded in the side, and

who, to his great satisfaction, he found not

so materially injured as he had feared.

—

Twelve Arabs had breathed out their fierce

souls in the attempt of robbery and murder,

and fifteen, who were disabled, had their

wounds tied up and were set free; the

baron
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baron saying, by his interpreter, as the sol-

diers and pilgrims left them to pursue their

journey*—" By this act learn to respect our

faith,, which inculcates mercy, and to return

good for evil. Ye have provoked the fate yc

have met with, and let it warn you to turn

from the evil of your ways,.lest hereafter you.

should not meet equal humanity from your

Saracen brethren."—So saying, they col-

lected their numbers and proceeded on

their journey, first placing their wounded,

on some of their mules and camels, which,

were provided to carry the baggage.

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER XXIII.

riTrX HE articles agreed upon by Richard"

Cceur de Lion and Saladin, respecting pil-

grims visiting the sacred city in safety, had

been preserved, with but few deviations from

the original agreement ^ the crusaders,,

therefore, reaching the environs of Jeru-

salem, encamped near the gate of Beth-

lehem,, where, after a few days repose, they

were suffered, in parties, to visit the holy

sepulchre, and pay the duty which devotion

required.

The
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The number of knights and pilgrims suc-

ceeding each other,. made their stay long,.,

and two months passed before the pious

task was completely finished; during which

period, though no open quarrel took place,,

the Christians had much to endure from

the insolence of the Saracens, who never

failed to insult them on every occasion.—

In this interval, those who had been-

wounded by the Arabs, regained their

health; Bertram's spirits appeared reno-

vated, and Eitz-Hugh, ever lively and vo-

latile, when alone with the baron, did not

fail to remind him, sarcastically, of the

material event that could have moved his

father to command him to make a voyage

to Palestine.

Bertram daily appeared to gain new

ground in the esteem of the baron, as did

Alan in that of Fitz-Hugh; for as the first

never failed to retort the sallies of the

knight*.
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Rnight, Alan on the contrary, seconded

his opinion, and frequently espoused the

cause of Fitz-Hugh against his cousin.

More than once the haron had slightly

mentioned the chronicles of Christabelle

de Mowbray to the youth, who with a

diffident modesty had declined the sub-

ject, saying, — " My Lord, you may

remember you expressed a wish that I had

not read them ; suffer me then to endeavour

to forget that I have done so, which it will

be impossible for me to effect, if you thus

awaken them in my memory."

The pilgrims duty performed, they left-

Jerusalem,, and on their return encamped

the first night near the village of Rama,

where early the ensuing morning, a Sa-

racen crier passed the camp in his accus-

tomed occupation of proclaiming a sale.

The baron and Fitz-Hugh enquired of

their interpreter what was to be sold ; and
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in return were informed, that it was some

slaves who were to be exposed at the hour

of noon in the public market.

This intelligence immediately recalled ta

the baron's recollection the intention he

had formed of following the example of

Bertram,, and calling together a few at-

tendants and the interpreter, he, at the ap-

pointed time, accompanied by Fitz-Hughy

walked to the market, where he found

three unhappy men exposed like cattle ta

be sold to the highest bidder; two were

Saracens, and the third an European, of the

middle age, tall, and of a lofty demeanour,

his features bold and striking, but stern and

expressive of contempt.

The baron viewed him for a few mo-

ments unnoticed in silent grief; he judged

he was a Christian, and his blood rose with

virtuous anger, to see the. degradation with

which,
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tv^iich he was treated, and the tatters with

-which his manly form was covered.

The stranger's eyes were fixed upon the

-earth, his arms crossed on his bosom, and

every object appeared lost to him in the a-

pathy of wretchedness. The rays of the sun

seemed to incommode him, and more than

once his hands were passed over his eyes,

but the moment after fell into their former

situation, as if it was become habitual.

De Pointz advanced towards him, but

his feelings checked his speech; when the

stranger raising his eyes and surveying his

habit, started, and exclaimed in English,

—" Merciful God ! have I lived to be

once more blessed with the sight of a

Christian i"

" You have," replied the baron ;
" a

-Christian who will consider this hour most

Jiappy^ if he can snatch a brother from the

power
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power of Saracen infidelity, and add him

•to the number of his friends.'*

" Christian—brother—friend," repeated

the stranger, " words that so many years

have elapsed since I have heard repeated,

that I scarcely recollect their import, yet

my heart acknowledges them. You can

perhaps tell me -news from England ?"

" But little, I am almost a stranger

there myself; but I can do what may be

equally efficacious,—I will use the means

to convey you thither."

"Gracious Heaven ! this to one totally

unknown !—I have no words—my own voice

almost startles me—my eyes till within a few

weeks were strangers to the blessed sun—my
breath to the respiration of the pure air. If

I recollect that habit, I see a knight of the

holy cross.—Ah, if I dared offer the hand

of one so crushed with sorrow!" .

The
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The stranger stretched out his hand, bat

at the sight of the tattered garment that

hung over it, would have drawn it back,

had not the baron hastily snatched it with

warmth, saying,—".No words, we will

talk hereafter." Then turning to the in-

terpreter, he hastily added,—" Call the

merchant, demand his price; and, Fitz-

Hugh, see it paid."

The slave merchant asked fifty pieces of

gold, as he saw the baron was resolved on

-the purchase; though he had obtained the

man for a trifling sum from a subaltern of

the police, who had been employed by the

state to seize on the effects of one whose

life and property had been sacrificed to

gratify its avarice.

Fitz-Hugh hastened back to the camp,

and speedily returned with the price de-

manded;' which being paid, the baron

grasped his new friend by the hand, saying,

—" You
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—" You are free, come away, we will en-

deavour to make you forget what you have

suffered ; and Heaven grant us a safe and

speedy voyage to Europe."

The stranger attempted to reply, but

his emotion was too powerful ; and when

the baron again called on him to hasten,

he only gazed on him with energetic

amazement, as though he doubted the

evidence of his senses. De Pointz took

one of his arms, Fitz-Hugh seized the

other, and leading him forward they pro-

ceeded to the camp in silence; where the

baron, first pouring him out a goblet of

wine, obliged him to drink it, and then

calling to Gregory, ordered him to attend

on the stranger, and to furnish him with

garments from his own wardrobe.

To give him time to collect his scattered

thoughts, the baron then with Fitz-Hugh

left the tent; and walking to a short dis-

tance,
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lance, met Bertram and his cousins, ap-

parently in great haste.

" Whither speed ye?" said the baron,

<e tarry, I pray thee, an half hour, and

then accompany me to dinner."

" I wished to meet you, my Lord," re-

turned Bertram, " for peradventure I may

not have money sufficient for what I wish;

in which case I mean to claim your assist-

ance; hut go wkh us, I have just learned

that there are some slaves to he sold to-

day, and I design to make a purchase."

" Thou art too late/' answered the baron}

" I have bought the only Christian, for

fifty pieces of gold; nor would I part

with my bargain for twenty times that sum,

for never did I see a more interesting per

or one whom, except thyself, at first sight;

lay such strong claims to my friendship."

" Were there no more, my Lord ?"

"Two Saracen eunuchs only."

vol. ii. F " Did
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" Did you purchase them?" answered

Bertram.

" No, all my faculties were absorbed for

the Christian sufferer, who is now in my

tent."

" Yet Saracens can feel, my Lord.

—

Like our's, their souls are immortal ; and

could they be snatched from infidelity, it

would at once bestow a blessing on the

convert and the converter."

" Strange boy," said de Pointz, men-

tally, " who young as thou art, appear'st

capable to direct men. Say," continued

he, aloud, " how would'st thou have acted

in this business?"

" With the baron's power," replied Ber-

tram, " I would have purchased all.—

A

Christian sufferer, though dear to my heart

as the blood that warms it, is not in the

estimation of God, more precious than the

ignorant souls, who need only to be a-

wakened
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wakened by the voice of kindness and

truth to listen to its dictates. Where

are they then, my Lord?—If not sold, I

will purchase them ; and if my means fail,

claim assistance from the Baron de Pointz."

iC Welcome shalt thou be.—Fitz-Hugh

and myself will go with thee, and be do-

&ile pupils to what thou shalt teach.

"

" Not I, in faith/' returned Fitz-Hugh,
<e my money shall be laid out in commo-

dities more to my taste;—for example, orj

the young and beautiful, in which case you

may at all times command me."

" Should we have occasion we will not

forget the offer,' ' answered Bertram,

smiling; u but I pray you now go with us."

" I will, so you do not detain me too

long; for, like de Pointz, I am seriously

interested for the stranger, who may think

we neglect him."

F % " Come
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" Come forward then/' said Bertram,

" I will soon set you free."

So saying they again visited the slave

market, where they learned that the Sa-

racen slaves, who possessed good voices,

had been purchased for the soldan ; also,

that slaves of the Mahometan faith were

never sold to Christians. Having, there-

fore, no further business, they retook their

way to the camp.

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER XXIV.

W,HILE the baron, with Bertram and

their companions were thus employed, Gre-

gory with diligent care attended on the

stranger. The cup of wine he had drank,

he said bewildered his head, for many years

had passed since he had tasted any thing

stronger than water. Having washed him-

self, he, with the assistance of Gregory,

cloathed himself in one of the baron's vests,

doublets, cloak, and hose; which habili-

F 3 ments
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ments added so greatly to his natural dig-

nity, that Gregory in the warmth of the

moment, and being naturally loquacious,

could not conceal his thoughts.—" How
will the baron be delighted, my good mas~

ter," said he, u when he comes back, and

sees the change that has taken place.-—

Mercy, methinks you resemble him, at

least, if not in features, in person ; for you

have his stature, his lofty port and de-

meanour.

The stranger sighed heavily, and ap-

peared too much lost in reflection to heed

what was passing; while Gregory, warm

in recapitulating the merit of his master,

paid as little attention.—" He was reck-

oned one of the finest men in all Nor-

mandy," added he, " and though I should

not say it, (yet I have a right too, for he is

an excellent master, and as generous as a

prince,) the old baron was no more to be

compared
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compared to him, than a hawk is to an

eagle; the world, indeed, says he is the-

image of his mother."

"Whose mother?" said the stranger,

endeavouring to shake off his inattention,

and catching merely on the last word.

11
I was talking, Sir, of my master," an-

swered Gregory, " the Baron de Pointz;

his mother was said to be as handsome as

an angel, and was one of the richest

heiresses in England.

"

" Thy master the Baron de Pointz,"

replied the stranger, " impossible
!

"

" Why so, Sir?—I say my master is

Philip de Pointz, son of the Baron Gilbert

de Pointz.—It is as true as that you are

alive and free."

" I am not free," answered the stranger,

in a quick tone, " death alone can set me
free!" Then pausing for a few moments,

he added, " Give me, I pray thee, a

F 4 draught
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draught of water, for my brain is on five*,

and all the blood which sorrow and wretch-

edness hath left within me, hath suddenly

recoiled to my heart."

Gregory ran hastily and brought a cup

of water, which the stranger having drank,

he appeared more collected.

6i The Baron de Pointz thy master
1"

repeated he;—" where is he?"

'•Heaven help you, good Sir, he will

soon be here, for he does not do good by

halves.—Is he not a noble youth ?"

<c In faith I know not, I scarcely looked

at him. Who were his parents?"

" The Baron Gilbert de Pointz. and the

rich heiress of Latimer, both of whom are

dead, and my master remains heir to their

possessions."

" Gracious father, time hath fled, though

on leaden wings!—How old is he?"
i( Some three and twenty."

" Indeed!
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"Indeed! — Tell me, for I recollect

some strange circumstances, were there

other children ?"

" No, my good master, never.—The

baron and baroness were separated, the

Baron Gilbert de Pointz outlived the ba-

roness but a short time; she died some

eighteen months since, and left her whole

estate of Latimer to an orphan child whom
she dearly loved, the Lady Christabelle."

" Prithee, who was she ?"

" I can scarcely tell, but the child of a

friend, from what I heard when on the do-

main with my present lord;—the daughter

of a noble youth and a beautiful Infidel

lady, who had become a Christian, and

who dying bequeathed her child to the care

of the baroness, having no relatives."

" Oh ! give me more water, I have a

pain at my heart, my head turns round !"

F 5 " Marry,
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" Marry, well it may, my good master,

after what you have apparently suffered.—-

•

Were you many years in slavery?"

" From my birth, alas!—But say of this

child, this what did'st thou call her?"

" Lady Christabelle de Mowbray*—but

she too is dead, and left by her testament,

as I have heard, the estate of Latimer to

my master."

6

(

Indeed!—What was thy master to

her?"

" I know not,—peradventure her cou-

sin, or for friendship sake she might leave

it."

At that moment de Pointz entered alone.

He was, as Gregory truly judged, pleased

to see the stranger cloathed in a manner

which appeared befitting his condition

;

but that satisfaction vanished on consi-

dering his countenance, which exhibited

no marks of pleasure on his liberation, but

on
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on the contrary, a fixed melancholy and

despair, that inspired the baron with in-

creased compassion. Kindly approaching

him, he said,—" Give me leave to bid you

welcome to my tent,—when better ac-

quainted, I will try to deserve your friend-

ship."

The stranger fixed his eyes on the baron,

his bosom heaved almost to suffocation, and

the scalding tears of bitter remembrance

burst from his eyes, and flowed in torrents

down his manly cheeks.

"Oh! Father of mercies I" exclaimed

he, " why have I been preserved, except

as a pillar of wrath!—My noble liberator,

sorrow and me are synonymous ; for in the

pursuit of affection, and in a wish to act

according to the dictates of honour, I have

plunged myself and all who have loved me
into jpun."

" Say
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" Say not so," answered the baron,

•?* rather consider yourself as a pillar of

mercy, as I, in this instance, feel myself an

instrument in the hand of Heaven to ef-

fect your deliverance, which gives me a

•pleasure I have not words to express."

ii See these womanish tears," answered

the stranger; " years have passed since my

cheeks were thus watered, years spent in a

dungeon where night and day were the

same, when the only measurement of time

was by the craving of nature, which was

alone sustained with black bread and

stagnate water."

A curse escaped the baron's lips,

—

" Endeavour to forget the past," said he,

* f you have, I trust, claims in England

that will obliterate it from your memory."

The stranger groaned,—-" None, I fear,"

replied he.

" Nay,
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" Nay, then I will supply you with one

;

you, or I mistake, are a veteran in honour

as well a< in sorrow.—Philip de Pointz will

be your pupil in the first, and if the latter

assails you, will endeavour to weaken the

blow."

" Indeed !—Bind yourself by no promise,

least hereafter you should repent it, though

by my hopes of Heaven, I know not the

man whom 1 ever wilfully injured.—I think

you said your name was de Pointz ; I pray

you repeat it, for sorrow hath impaired my

memory > yet I once had a parent, a wife, a

friend.—Down, down, busy reflection, or

my brain will burst. Alas!" continued

he, after a pause, " I am now a slave!—

a

slave to
"

The mingled passions of grief and

pride, appeared to shake the reason of the

stranger almost to madness.—De Pointz

took his hand,—" Sorrow," said he,

" belongeth
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cc belongeth to all men; some, indeed, have

in this world a heavy share, bat it is the

will of Heaven, and to submit becomes a

Christian, to struggle is unavailing, for

what can a worm effect against the power

who formed it. Your sorrows have doubtless

been severe, and the impression must for

ever remain,—but for past evils are we to

reject the present good?—Behold the

power of Heaven, which hath made me, a

mere youth compared to,you, the liberator

of a man whom I already feel I venerate.

—

Come then, be comforted, I will be unto

you a son, and you shall be unto me as a

father."

At this moment Fitz-Hugh with

Bertram entered ;—de Pointz, perhaps for

the first time, could have wished their

absence. Bertram's eyes were fixed on

the stranger, with the benignant glance of

sympathy, while, in return, his were rivetted

on
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on the pilgrim, with an earnestness visible

to the whole party.

u Come hither Bertram," said the baron,

" if I have any skill in characters, my
newly acquired friend and thou wilt love

each other. At thy age thou hast talked of

sorrow, behold this veteran, who for years

hath been in the most dreadful captivity ;

we must endeavour to sooth his pangs of

remembrance that may be alleviated, and

to deaden those that are past cure."

Bertram made no reply, but approached

the stranger, who stood like a fixed statue

of despair. The youth took his hand, which

he held within his for a moment in silent

reflection, then with the ardour which at

times marked his character, raised it res-

pectfully to his lips. —" The baron, good

Sir," said he, " thinks we shall love each

other, I would that in this case he might

not be mistaken ; on my side I think he

will
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will not, but on your's I am doubtful, for

though I flatter myself he sees me with a

partial eye, I am full of weakness and folly,

and hourly act against the better dictates of

my own judgment.

"

"From whence comest thou?" inter-

rupted the stranger, " speak on, I am all

attention."

Bertram was astonished at the quickness

of his manner, which, together with the

keenness with which he gazed on him,

bespoke his reason deranged.—"Alas!'*

said Bertram, " we but fatigue you, sleep

and refreshment are now most essential, we

will alternately watch ycttif"

ff My mind is indeed disordered," an-

swered the stranger, " yet perhaps not so

much so as you judge.—You appear a

Christian, but are you not of Saracen

parents?"

The
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. The deep hue of Bertram's complexion

was overpowered by a burning crimson,

and, ashamed to be judged of Infidel birth,

he remained silent.

" You judge," said the baron, " by his

colour, but he is a pilgrim of our

company, and my friend,-—he came from

England."

" I judged by Ms- voice, not the tincture

of his skin," replied the stranger, in a

melancholy accent, " and thought he

came from Heaven."—Then pausing, he

added, i(
I pray ye pardon me, but I cannot

act as I ought, the events of the last few

hours have shook me more than even years

of slavery.—I will, with your leave, retire,

and endeavour to curb the feelings that

overpower me."

" Do so," replied de Pointz; " in the

interior of my tent you will find a couch,

repose on it awhile, sleep will not only rest

your
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your wearied limbs, but sooth and compose

your mind."

The stranger bowed and withdrew.

" Heaven heal his sorrows/' said Ber-

tram ;
" if we may judge from his appear-

ance and manners, he merits esteem.—-

Know ye his name ?"

" No," answered the baron, " I did not

ask it, I do not wish to fatigue him with

questions; in time he will doubtless inform

us more particularly concerning himself, at

present he appears but as a noble wreck, so

beaten with the storms of sorrow that he

hath nearly sunk under them.—See, Gre-

gory," added he, calling forward his do-

mestic, " that thou attend him as myself,

so shalt thou meet my favour."

Gregory promised observance, and the

discourse became general until the hour of

dinner*

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER XXV,

HE baron's orders were carefully exe-

cuted, Gregory going in at intervals to at-

tend the stranger.—Twice he found him

awake and offered him refreshment, which

he declined; the third time, lie was pleased

to see he was asleep, though on approaching

him, he observed that his slumbers were

disturbed, and his pillow wet with tears.

—

As the day advanced, the baron, not sa-

tisfied with the account of Gregory, him-

self
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self waited on the stranger, whom he found

awake, but so heavily oppressed with fever

that he would not suffer him to rise, but

waving all his objections, insisted on his

using his couch, ordering another to be

prepared for himself..

Though the stranger's fever was high

for some days, and he was at times delirioui,

yet his natural or habitual melancholy still

predominated ; he appeared oppressed with

gratitude for the attention paid him, but

regardless of life, and though so weak that

he could not rise without assistance, no

complaint escaped him* During this pe*

riod, neither the baron nor his friends

spared any pains for his relief; they watched

by his side alternately, and in his lucid in-

tervals, endeavoured to inspire hope and

administer comfort, Bertram took an

active share in the pious office, he prayed

by his side, and called on the saints to heal

those
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«tkose woes, which though he was unac-

quainted with, he judged heavy. Fre-

quently he found he caught the stranger's

attention, and that he apparently listened

with pleasure to the sound of his voice.

—

One day when with Alan he had been at-

tending him, first asking for a draughtof

water, addressing the youth, he said,—

" My kind young friend, I pray you tell

me, are you allied to the baron ?*'

" No, my good Sir," answered Bertram,

rejoiced to hear him speak on any subject

that might divert his melancholy ;
" no ties

of blood bind me, but those more powerful

ones of esteem and gratitude, which, I

trust, will never be broken."

iC
I hope .not, indeed, he appears truly

deserving.—Know you his family ?''

" I only became acquainted with him

since our arrival in Palestine, but have

heard
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heard him speak occasionally of his con-

nexions.
"

" You knew not then the Baron Gilbert

dePointz?"

" By report only/'

" I pray draw the "hangings more closely

around, the light incommodes me."

Bertram obeyed, and after a moment's

silence, the stranger continued,—" The

baroness too, if I recollect aright, is dead."

*' She rests with the blessed."

cc Most true!—You have heard the ba-

ron speak of her?"

" He was bred in Normandy, and but

little knew his mother."

" That was strange;—did he not inherit

her estates?"

*' Some part, by her testament; but the

domain of Latimer, of which she was

heiress, she bequeathed to an orphan girl,

from whose bequest he now inherits it."

" Indeed

!
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""Indeed! who were her parents?"

u By what I have heard, her father

was a noble and brave man, who fell before

Aeon ;—her mother, a lovely native of this

country, who had been bred a Christian by

her maternal parent, one of the most pious

of women, and who died some short time

before her."

At that moment the baron and Fitz-

Hugh entered, much to the relief of Ber-

tram ; who, though he openly replied to

the stranger's questions, appeared to re-

member his promise respecting the chro-

nicles, and to develope nothing, but what

had since passed in casual conversation.

The baron approached the couch, and

expressed his wishes for the stranger's

recovery.

" I am better in my bodily health, my
Lord," replied he, with a sigh, " the

pangs of my mind are past remedy ; how-

ever,
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ever, if it please Heaven, I shall be thank-

ful to draw my last breath in England,

that my bones may rest in consecrated

earth, and, if it be possible, my dust min-

gle with the remains of those whose me-

mory is yet dear to me." Then pausing

awhile, he added,—" I pray you inform*

me what king reigns now in Britain ?"

" Is it possible that you should not

know," replied de Pointz, " that John,

brother to Richard, succeeded on that

prince's death, which happened some

twelve years since ?"

"Alas! brave Richard, art thou gone

too?—Heaven takes the best, and leaves

the worst for repentance."

With these words he remained silent

and lost in thought: when fearful of dis-

turbing him, all soon after retired, except

Maynard, and Gregory who tarried to

attend him.

The
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The ensuing day the stranger appeared

more collected, and entered into conver-

sation with de Pointz; who enquiring his

name, he replied,—" I know not whether

after such a course of years, my right to a

noble name may not be denied me; if it

be so, I shall not contend it, for the world

and its honours have no further charms for

me.—Call me Jaques, my Lord; I here-

after mean to have no concealment from

you, but at present I am not equal to en-

tering into a detail of my sufferings."

" Think not of them/' replied the

baron, " all at present necessary, is an en-

deavour to exert your fortitude,—and be

assured of my friendship.'*

After some few days Jaques was able to

leave his couch, when his first request

was to be favoured with the materials

for writing, in which employment he con-

tinued some hours; and when he con-

vol. ii. G eluded,
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eluded, be requested' the presence of the

baron and his friends.

" My Lord/* said he, " I have been

busied in a duty which I think indispensable;

and must beg you to take charge of these

writings, on which I entreat you to put

your signet, and also those of two more of

the knights of the cross, which rank I

myself once held.—It is my testament,

my Lord, which I place in your hands,

and in case of my death, I pray you open

it; though if I reach England, new ar-

rangements may be necessary, and 1 will

reclaim it."

The baron immediately sent for a young

knight, who with Fitz-Hugh affixed their

signets with the baron's; after which

Jaques presented him the packet, saying,

—iC
I am not rich, my Lord, but should

my death take place, you I doubt not will

arrange all for the best. This writing will

also
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Siso inform you who I am, and the cause

of my apparent ungrateful reserve, which

once explained I am convinced -you-vvill

pardon."

" I have no curiosity beyond what you

please to satisfy," replied the baron; " and

receive the charge as I think you mean it,

as a trust of friendship. I hope you will

reach England, and reclaim it in a more

happy hour."

u I thank you, but happiness and me
are for ever divided; and however I may

wish to see my native land, it can only

awaken torturing remembrances."

To the great satisfaction of de Pointz.

Jaques daily recovered, though his melan-

choly still continued; and having delayed

their journey on account of his health,

they seized the opportunity of his conva-

lescence to continue their way.

G 2 The
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The crusaders again made a stay of two

days near the spot where Richard had

caused the chapel to be erected to St.

John; and on the morning after their ar-

rival attended the sacred service, -de
Pointz, accompanied by Fitz-Hugh, and

Jaques, with Bertram and his friends,

forming a select party.

Wearied with the fatigues of the pre-

ceding day, they had tarried beyond the

hour,—the morning prayer was concluded,

and a solemn mass for the rest of Robert

de Mowbray had succeeded, according to

the particular, though private request of

the baron. Wax tapers were lighted be-

fore the saints, and the golden censer,

burning frankincense, was placed on the

altar of St. John; near which was affixed

a board, on which was written in large

characters,—" The prayers of all devout

Christians are requested for the soul of

Robert
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Robert de Mowbray, who bravely Jell

in the Christian cause before Aeon, anno

Domini} U90."

De Pointz, although he would have

scrupled to avow it even to Fitz-Hugh,

felt gratified to have arrived at the solemn

moment, and devoutly knelt. Bertram, as

the baron judged, interested for the un-

fortunate knight from reading the manu-

script, fell on his knees, and regardless of

all around him, appeared lost in pious sup-

plication,—as did also Maynard and Alan.

Fitz-Hugh followed their example; while

Jaques, on the contrary, stood with fixed

eyes, gazing on the objects around him

with an earnestness that attracted the ba-

ron's notice.

—

u 'Tis doubtless so many

years, my good friend," said he, in a low

voice, " since you have enjoyed the sight

of Christian worship, that it inspires you

with awe. Our orisons are for a brave,

G 3 but
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but unhappy man, and who, though no-

friend to my family, I pray for, and trust

you will not refuse to join with me."

Jaques took his place by the baron's

side,
—" I will join with you in prayer for

all sinful souls," replied he, " and particu-

larly for Robert de Mowbray ;. the dead

rest from their labours, they no longer de-

pend on the mercy of men, therefore is

their state most happy."

The service was long and solemn, all

parties joining with the utmost devotion in

their prayers; the mass ended, they pre-

pared to return, at once impressed with re-

ligious veneration, and pity for a hero who

though only in the bloom of manhood had

acquired the height of glory, and was re-

puted at once to have been noble, brave,

and virtuous. •

De Pointz took the arm of Jaques, who

appeared lost in reflection, and, accompa-

nied
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nied by Fitz-Hugh, had proceeded nearly

to the camp before the baron recollected

they had left Bertram behind, and proposed

to stay and await him.

" Not so," answered Fitz-Hugh, " he

will, for a hundred marks, be in one of

his fits of despondency to-day, 'tis better

to leave him to himself."

"In faith 'tis probable," replied the

baron, " the boy is uncommonly devout,

and 1 take it severely censures himself for

any act which either his own innocence or

his priest's severity can construe into sin ;

let us therefore, as thou sayest, return

home and, giving him time to recover,

afterwards send for him."

As they walked forward they conversed

on divers subjects, Jaques excepted, until

de Pointz called forth his attention, by say-

ing,—" Do'st thou know, my good friend,

that on our entering the chapel this day, I

G4 at
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at first thought that thou had'st an aversion

to join in the supplication, but a second

reflection made me retract my ill-formed

surmise;—for thou art, I think, too noble-

minded to bear ill. will towards the dead,

even had they, when living, injured thee.

—In thy youth knew st thou Kobert de

Mowbray?"
i( Aye, my Lord, and so rest my sou!, as

I wish well to his!—Like myself, he was a

knight of the cross, and served under

Richard Cceur de Lion.—-From your youth,

you could not know him, but know you

ought of his family ?—for some it is most

probable survive, who have taken such pious

care for his repose."

iC Alas! no vestige of them remains; his

daughter, though I knew her not, was said

to be wise, virtuous, and beautiful ; she

was educated by my mother, who left her a

considerable domain, which she, from a

mistaken
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mistaken point of returning what she

thought my right, restored to me by her

testament, for she died at the age of

eighteen.

"

" The saints receive her/' replied Jaques,

" her mother was of Saracen birth, and her

grandmother the most holy of women."

" Your remembrance is just, they both

survived Robert de Mowbray.—I pray you

inform me of every particular you know

respecting them ?"

" I know little, except what you appear

already acquainted with."

" Saw you de Mowbray fall ?"

" Alas ! yes. — In the heat of battle

he disarmed the Infidel, Hamet, who

was second in command to the soldan, and

father to his wife, a reflection that doubtless

restrained his arm, and caused him to spare

a monster who no ties could bind, no re^

ligion teach mercy ; but determined on de

G 5 Mowbray's
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Mowbray's destruction, he seized on a mo-

ment when at the head of a small detach-

ment he was separated from the main

body. Cautious of wounding the tyrant,

he again parried his blows, seeking only to

disarm him ;—at this period he was sur-

rounded by numbers, some of whom

plunged their swords into his back, while

Hamet, thus supported, wounded him in

the side/'

" Infernal Infidels/' exclaimed the baron,

u you were then near him in the fight ?"-

" I was, and witness to his fall."

xi A friend of de Mowbray's was in the

same encounter/' replied de Pointz, " la

Roche,—was he knowu to you ?"

< f If James la Roche,A kftie\^feim well;

he was at no great distance, but so situated

that he could afford no help.—I judged he

also fell on that day.—I was made prisoner.*'

" Not so, he was more fortunate ;—he

was desperately wounded but not slain.

—

On
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On his return to England he embraced a

monastic life, and on my departure for

Palestine was still living."

" I rejoice to hear it, he was a worthy

and good man, and I have a tie to life

that I did not expect.—His example is

worthy imitation, and should I reach

England will adopt it."

" Nay, not so," replied de Pointz, " I

cannot spare thee for a monastery;—

I

need a guide, Fitz-Hugh wants a monitor,

and thou must be both."

" And what to Bertram, my Lord ?"

"What thou wilt.— Tis, indeed, a

strange but brave lad, and but for the de-

fect of his constitution, superior to most I

have met with."

" For oar vices we are answerable," said

Jaques, " but for our physical defects there

can be no just cause of censure, therefore,

let us not arraign him ; at least I ought to

be the last, for during my illness his sweet

voice
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voice invoked Heaven in my behalf, and

his prayers appeared to soothe my soul/'

" Bertram is dear to me," replied the

baron, " more, perhaps, than so new an

acquaintance ought to be ; for there is a

fascination about him that I cannot resist,

a weakness that ever claims my assistance.

I promised even at the altar to consider

him as my brother, and so Heaven prosper

me as I purpose to keep my word."

" 'Tis indeed a bewitching boy," |said

Fitz-Hugh, " but in regard to the promise,

I know not when you allude to.—Yet think

you not that Alan is more than his equal?

I confess that unknown he is entirely over-

looked, yet converse with him, and you will

find that he hath all the spirit of his cousin,

though tempered with diffidence^ and $

less opinion of his own merit."

"He is, indeed, an active and clever lad/'

replied the baron, "yet 'tis but light and

shade comparing him to Bertram ; the sable

covering
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covering of whose face appears but as a dark

veil drawn over a beautiful picture, which if

openly revealed would dazzle the beholder."

" Like the baron," said Jaques, " I con-

sider Bertram.—His features remind me of

one dear and respected friend, his frank-

ness, in his hours of gaiety recals another;

his piety too touches my heart, and alto-

gether bring back hours to my remembrance

never to be- forgotten."

As they conversed they reached the

camp, where hearing nothing of Maynard

nor his pupils, they tarried till evening,

when they sent Gregory to require their

presence; they, however, declined the in-

vitation that day, but promised to attend

the baron and his friends on the following

morning.

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER XXVI.

A HEY conversed together during the

evening, on the affairs of England, and

though Jaques appeared absorbed in me-

lancholy, yet his energy awakened for his

country, the bold champion shone forth

through the man of sorrow, and his

high blood mantling in his cheek, he

expressed his marked contempt of King

John, when he was informed that he

had not only sought during his brother

Richard's captivity to bereave him of his

crown*
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crown, but afterwards was suspected of

having murthered his nephew Arthur, to

attain the rank he then bore.

In the course of the conversation, the

baron addressing Jaques, said,—"As you

were known to Robert de Mowbray, per-

haps you also knew my father, and the un-

happy disagreement that made them foes?"

" I was little acquainted with your father,

yet, from what I remember, de Mowbray

never injured him."

" Never injured him!" answered de

Pointz, warmly, " he imbittered every hour

of his life, deprived him of the affection of

my mother, and robbed me of those ma-

ternal caresses whose loss I must ever

deplore!"

" The charge is indeed heavy," replied

Jaques, " perhaps the account I have heard

was partially given, we will therefore change

the subject."

"Not
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" Not so," said the baron, " pardon my
warmth, for although on my own account

I bear no ill-will to the memory of de

Mowbray, but reverence him as a brave

man, yet I must feel for my father's ho-

nour, and lament that 'tis past my power

to avenge him,"

" By what I have learned," answered*

Jaques, " since you urge the subject, pride,

not sorrow, was the bane of the baron's

happiness; and so far from depriving him

of the affection of the heiress of Latimer,

by report, he never strove to obtain.it;—if

he had, I should suppose, as she was said

to be as noble minded as virtuous, she

would never have shrunk from her duty.^—

For robbing you of her maternal care, that

I never heard, nor can I conjecture how

that was possible, for you must have been

an infant when Robert de Mowbray went

to Palestine."
r

«Aye,"
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f Aye," replied the baron, " but pre-

vious to that a combat had taken place

between de Mowbray and my father, which

was the final stroke to the separation of my
parents, and on which account my father

conveyed me to Normandy, when I was

deprived of not only her care, but perhaps

of her affection."

" In that case, indeed, you were the

greatest sufferer, though of that I knew

not," replied Jaques.— "On Robert de

Mowbray's side, by what I have hitherto

believed, he regarded the baron as the

primary cause of all his sorrows. Thrown

into prison, robbed of the friendship of his

patron, the Baron Falconberg, forced by

his disgrace to seek shelter under the aus-

pices of Prince Richard, and sent on an

expedition into Palestine, so ill-provided and

inconsiderable, that he fell a sacrifice to the

enraged Saracens, who confined him in a

dungeon*
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dungeon, from whence he was miraculously

released. Returning to Europe, before he

saw England, he wedded a woman beyond

all comparison good and lovely.—On his

arrival in his native country, hearing, his

ancient patron falsely villified, he stood

forth the. champion of one who could no

longer defend himself, but still fearing to

incur fresh slander, again visited Palestine,

where in the encounter before Aeon "

, " Enough," interrupted de Pointz, " I

iind your remembrance holds good, though

so many years have passed since that

period."

,•" It doth, I believe, my Lord, but I

pray you say, if you are informed of Robert

de Mowbray's story, how, in his situation,

would you have acted ?"

The baron was for a moment silent.—

" De Mowbray was indeed unhappy," at

length, said he, " but Gilbert de Pointz

was
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was my father, and in my place can you

blame me forjudging as I do?"

" My Lord," answered Jaques, u so far

from censure, I honour your filial duty; the

offender and offended are both calm, and

peace rest with all concerned.

"

Fitz-Hugh then broke off the subject

with some of his lively sallies, and the dis-

course became general till they retired to

rest.

Curiosity, or some more powerful motive,

respecting the mass said at St. John's for

the repose of de Mowbray, so far actuated

Jnques, that he arose early, and repairing

thither unaccompanied, enquired of the

officiating priest, by whom the prayers were

particularly ordered. The priest answered,

he was not at liberty to resolve that ques-

tion, but that they were nobly paid by

some rich gifts to their monastery and

church;
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church; with this information only he was

obliged to return.

As he reached the camp, he found them

preparing to strike their tents in order ta

proceed, and unwilling to touch on a sub-

ject which- he saw was vexatious to de

Pointz, forbore to mention the name of

de Mowbray, or the errand on which he

had visited the chapeh As he conversed

with the baron, Bertram came forward,

and bid them good day ; his eyes appeared

heavy, and the oppression that at times

hung over his spirits was evident in both

his manner and words.

"

" In faith/' said Fitz-Hugh, M I knew

thou would'st be thus; thou must be a

wicked varlet, for ever after thou hast been

at shrift thou art sad. Thy sins must be

heinous that the penance falls so heavy.

"

" I would*" answered Bertram, with

somewhat of his usual spirit, " that thou

wer't
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^ver't less interested for my sins and more

"for thine own ; for I am greatly mistaken,

if thou hast not ample room both for con-

fession, penance, and amendment."

" The knight Fitz-Hugh," answered

Jaques, " is not the only one -to blame for

neglecting some of those sacred duties;

which however I honour, I have also de-

ferred till I reach Europe."

All being prepared, they proceeded to

the neighbourhood of Joppa, where some

-of the party being again sick, they resolved

to tarry awhile before they embarked.

During their stay they often walked in

the adjacent woods, which were totally

unfrequented, except now and then by a

few detached peasants, who were engaged

in their daily labours, but who fled with

horror and affright from the presence of

the Christians.

One

I
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One day that the baron was busied with

the chiefs in arranging all preparations for

their embarkation, Jaques only accom-

panied by Bertram took their way through

the wood, almost regardless ofthe distance,

till they reached a building, which though

in ruins appeared to bear the vestiges

of former grandeur. Bertram stopped to

consider it, expressing a wish to be in-

formed what had been its original use, and

why it was suffered to fall to decay.

" Though so many years in this country
_,

I am little acquainted with it," replied

Jaques; *' but from the situation of this

dilapidated place, and the ruinous wall

that surrounds it, I judge it once belonged

to Hamet, the vizier, and was frequently

made the scene of his atrocities, and the

prison and grave of the Christians who

were unfortunate enough to fall into his

hands. Unhappy man ! he is gone to his

great
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great account; and the successor to his

abundant wealth, stripped by the soldan/

has suffered by the bow-string, under pre-

tence of treason."

Every faculty of Bertram's mind ap-

peared awakened on the subject; with ea-

ger curiosity he enquired every particular

that Jaques could inform him, standing

with his eyes fixed on the ruins, till at

length he burst into tears.

" Why do'st thou weep?" said Jaques,

with astonishment, " what are these ruins

to thee?"

" Pardon me," replied the youth, " 1

take* shame at -my weakness,—heavy sor-

rows are dry, while those which are light

overflow at the eyes; you said that within

these wails was the prison and the graves of

Christians, and as such my heart exults to

see them fallen. But 1 remember my lost

brethren with sorrow; nay, Hamet himself

and
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and his wretched son claim my pity, for

Avhere, alas! are they now ?—Shuddering

perhaps for their earthly crimes and in-

fidelity."

" Their crimes," replied Jaques, " were

indeed great. The eldest son, worthy such

a sire, was accused with having confined

and murdered his younger brother, in order

to enjoy his father's wealth without a

partaker/'

" Alas! alas!" exclaimed Bertram,

F my good Sir, even your own eyes are

not dry, yet you wonder at a weak youth."
i( The brazen gates are torn from their

hinges," resumed Jaques, " the sumptuous

apartments of lust and the stately baths are

demolished, all within is desolate and silent.

If thou art inclined, as thou seemest inter-

ested, we will walk in and explore the ruins.'*

" Willingly," answered Bertram, " if

you think there be no danger."

"I
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4i
I apprehend none, or would not take

thee to share it."

Thus agreed they passed the gates, and

walking, or rather climbing over heaps of

rubbish, entered a hall, whose torn tapes-

try and broken couches, shewed that the

unbridled violence of ferocious power had

been let loose, to despoil and destroy what

it was impossible to remove. Both passed

onward in silence, till they reached the

womens apartments, which were in the same

ruinous state; and from thence, by a long

passage and a broken terrace, they des-

cended to the garden, which was equally

desolate.

Jaques and Bertram both appeared op-

pressed, and alternately looked at each

other, as if to ask the cause, yet neither

spoke. Still advancing, an iron grating in

the earth attracted their notice; when

Jaques suddenly stopped, and exclaimed,

vol. ii. H in
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in a voice which appeared to strike terror

to the heart of Bertram,—" I was not

mistaken, this is the entrance of the dun-

geon ! that accursed den, where Hamet

hid his prisoners from the sight of day, and

when they perished, buried them in the

same loathsome spot
!"

For a few moments Bertram seemed to

struggle against his emotion, and at length

replied,—"May such be my dwelling, and

my burial place, rather than those splen-

did apartments which how lay in ruins, if

impoisoned with infidelity. My soul rises

above fear, and methinks, even alone, I

could venture into this yawning abyss, to

breathe a prayer for those who have pe-

rished there."

The natural timidity of Bertram, made

this sudden resolution astonishing toJaques;

but judging that his reverence for religion

surmounted his fear, he replied,
—" If

thou
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thou hast courage, I will accompany thee,

we can raise the grating, beneath which

there are steps, that are in all proba-

bility uninjured; for a dungeon possesses

nothing to tempt the avarice of villains,

nor are they fond of entering a place

whose very name impresses them with fear."

As he spoke, he with some difficulty

raised the grating; which thrown back,

he paused, saying,—" Your nerves are

not strong, my good lad, and though your

heart in this case is bold, and actuated by

the most noble principles, yet 'tis possible

we may meet some object which may over-

power you.—Of the living there is no

dread, but say, should you be proof against

the sight of decaying mortality, perhaps

in its most loathsome state?"

" The soul fled, I will not start at dust,"

replied Bertram. " What am I, compared to

the better spirits who have perished here?"

H2 As
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As he spoke, he made an effort to pass

Jaques in the descent, but the veteran

putting him aside led the way.

The aperture admitted a gloomy light,

but sufficient to distinguish objects; and

having descended several steps, they found

a small apartment, in which was some straw

and an empty leathern bottle. Proceeding

further they reached the bottom of the

descent, where the rays of light were yet

more feeble, though sufficient to reveal

enough to appal the boldest mind. A
heavy door was half closed on its hinges,

its bolts and chains unfastened, and which,

as Jaques forced it more open, creaked with

a dissonant noise, which echoed through

the vaulted dwelling, and reverberated with

horror on the human heart.

On entering, the assumed courage which

had hitherto supported Bertram appeared

to forsake him ; he wept bitterly, and

kneeling*,
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kneeling, prayed for the eternal peace of

all those who had perished in that spot.

—

Jaques followed his example, and both

wrapped in silent devotion, were wholly

absorbed in their separate sorrows.

The dungeon was extensive, and the

beams of light, though too feeble to discern

perfect objects, yet cast a gloomy shade

throughout the whole. As Jaques knelt,

casting his eyes casually around, he

thought at the extremity he discovered a

man; yet almost disbelieving the evidence

of his senses, he remained on his knees,

his hand on his sword, and his sight di-

rected to the spot. At length, convinced

he was not mistaken, he arose hastily, say-

ing to Bertram,—" I fear our folly hath

betrayed us into the hands of banditti, who

make this their place of concealment;

—

however, fear nothing, keep behind me, I

will be convinced, and with the assistance

H3 of
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of Heaven, we may yet clear ourselves

from danger."

Jaqnes drew his sword, Bertram made no

reply, but unsheathing a dagger which he

wore underneath his cloak, followed the ve-

teran, who advanced and seized the maa
who caused the alarm.

" Who art thou t" said Jaques, in the Sa-

racen language, with which he appeared

acquainted, " and for what fell purpose art

thou concealed in this dungeon ?—Speak,,

or I will lay thee lifeless at my feet!"

" I am ready," replied the man, in the

same language ;
" a fear of death is not for

me, who have shuddered for the last three

months, almost deprived of light and air, in

this dungeon, my food the figs and dates of

the adjacent garden, and my drink the

stagnate water of a well at a small distance.

Your habit proclaims you Christian, I am a

Saracen, both are alike my foes ; strike,-

therefore,
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therefore, and relieve me of a weight which

though I detest, I have not hitherto had

courage to shake off."

u Come forward then," said Jaques, " to

the light of the sun, I promise thee the

protection of our chief.—Walk between

us, that if thou offerest treachery to either

of us, the other may strike thee dead."

" I have no weapon but one in the corner

of the dungeon, concealed among the

straw.—More than once I had determined

to claim the protection of the Christians,

who I knew to be encamped in this vici-

nity; but the hatred they bear to our race

rendered me irresolute."

" Chri «tians hate no one ;—thy life then,

I judge, is forfeit to the laws of thy country,

some of which thou hast doubtless violated."

" Not one.—I was thought to sleep

with the dead, but escaped from Cairo and

travelled to this spot, walking by night, and

concealing myself in the woods by day."

H 4 " Wo
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"We will talk hereafter," replied

Jaques, "if thou art false look to it, we

shall not fall unrevenged."—Theniddress-

ing Bertram in English, he said,

—

u Thou
art nimble, ascend the steps that lead from

the dungeon, we will follow, and if I see

treachery, I will pierce him to the heart.'*

Bertram obeyed, but fearful for Jaques,

could not refrain turning anxiously back

till they reached the outlet, when Jaques-

fixing his eyes on the youth, saw that al-

though no word or symptom of fear had

escaped him, that he was almost unable to

stand, and that he leaned against one of

the walls for support. The stranger's

person also, openly revealed by the light,

discovered a man of a commanding stature,

about the age of thirty ; but whose features,

meagre and sunken by distress and {limine,

claimed pity instead of exciting fear.

Bertram somewhat recovered, they has-

tily walked forward to the camp, where,

after
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after giving the Saracen some refreshment,

they conducted him to de Pointz; who

blamed their temerity in venturing unac-

companied into the dungeon, yet expressed

his own curiosity to view the ruins, as he

had no doubt but that they were those of

the Haram, mentioned in the chronicles of

Christabelle de Mowbray, and from whence

her father had been released by Mary
l, Pola roie.

On the Saracen being provided with a

change of raiment, it was discovered, that he

had spoken truth when he averred that he

possessed no weapons, and, in consequence,

he met with increased attention for his ve-

racity ; though the common opinion res-

pecting him was, that he had been guilty of

some action for which his life was declared

forfeit.

On being questioned, he testified his

willingness to accompany them to Europe,

and affirmed, by an oath the most sacred in

H 5 the
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the Mahometan belief, that no real crime

occasioned his concealment in the ruins.

" Thou sayest," answered Jaques, " that

thou wilt accompany us to Europe; do so,

learn our language, consider our deeds,

examine our faith, and if thou findest it

more perfect than thine own, adopt it, and

the little service we have rendered thee will

be amply repaid."

" I will observe it," replied he.

" If it suit thine own wishes, disclose thy

name, and who thou art," said Jaques,

u
if otherwise, we ask no questions;—

I

answer for thy safety if thou actest truly."

" I wish no secret, I rejoice to quit a

land where all the ties of. nature have been

obliterated by violation and ruin.—Have ye

not heard of Hamet, the vizier?"

" I have," replied Jaques, starting,

(s with detestation I have heard of his

deeds ; and though general forgiveness be

our duty, I cannot but rejoice that the

earth
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earth is delivered of a man who was a

scourge to our faith, and an apostate to

his own."

" How knew you that," replied the Sa-

racen, " speak you from knowledge or

from report ?"

" Knowledge," replied Jaques; " were it

possible that Mahomet should appear to

thee,, would'st thou disbelieve what he

uttered?"

" Assuredly no.—But hath he appeared

to thee?" replied the Saracen, with a

sarcastic smile.

" No, he hath not had that charity, yet I

know what I affirm to be true, from a saint

high in that Heaven which he can never

reach."

" Hamet was my father," answered the

Saracen, " and though he was not so kind

as some parents are, I will not hear his

name reviled."

" Is
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" Is it possible?'* said Jaques, " yet it

cannot be!—Hamet had but two sons, the

elder, Othman, who perished by the bow-

string, and the younger, Hamet, who pre-

viously fell by his accursed machinations.

"

" Alas! I am that brother!—I am Ha-

met, preserved from death, while he fell a

victim to revenge and injured innocence."

" Oblige me by some account of your

life, I will remember the confidence with

gratitude.

"

" Thou shalt be satisfied; though the re-

collection is bitter, yet thou hast by thy

protection, a right to claim my confidence."

Jaques thanked him, and at the same

time informed his friends, that he would,

at the conclusion, interpret what the Sa-

racen communicated. After a short pause

the latter began his narrative as in the fol-

lowing chapter.

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER XXVII.

H.AMET, the vizier, the friend of the

soldan, and the scourge of the Christians,

was father of two sons, my brother Othman

and myself; though previous to this event

he had a daughter, by a Christian captive,

who afterwards escaped, with her child and

an English prisoner, to Europe, a circum-

stance that redoubled his aversion to that

sect and people. Othman was my father's

favourite, while my mother, who possessed

^ a
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a kind heart, shuddered to see the dif-

ference he made between his children. As

we grew up and my mother's age increased,

my father's passions demanded fresh

objects, so that her charms fading on

his sickly fancy, were replaced by youth-

ful beauties of all countries ; but as the

rank she held could not be taken from her,

as being the mother of his sons, she was

sent to the haram now in ruins, where you

so lately found me, and from whence the

Christian favourite, who was called Mary,

had not at that period long escaped. My
brother was about thirteen years old, I was

eleven, and both resided with my father al-

ternately at Aeon, Jerusalem, or Cairo.

" For my mother, though no longer the

object of his affections, no care or expense

was spared ; and yearly, at my own request,

I was permitted to visit her, though Othman

seldom paid her that mark of duty.

" The
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" The fourth year of her residence at

the haram, as I was on my way from Je-

rusalem, attended by a guard of ten sol-

diers, and accompanied by my governor,

in passing the desert we by some oversight

lost our way; and wandering about till the

night was far advanced, at length by the

feeble light of the moon, discovered we

were under the walls of a cemetery.

—

Though this circumstance made us con-

jecture that we were not far distant from a

town, yet uncertain which way to direct

our steps we resolved to remain till day

break. My governor strongly pressed me
to lay down for a few hours on the covering

we carried with us, but I felt no incli-

nation to sleep; and taking his arm, we

walked round the walls of the burial place.

It was sufficiently moonlight to distinguish

objects, and we saw with some wonder,

that one of the gates was left open. En-

tering
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tering we pressed onward, viewing the

mausoleums in silence; till on. a sudden the

sound of a low moaning struck on our

ears, and standing still to listen, we speedily

found that we were not deceived.

" Directing our steps towards the spot,

what was our surprise to find a woman

stretched on the ground, apparently in the

agonies of death, with a child about four

years old asleep, and clasped close to her

bosom.

" My governor, Heli, spoke to her, but

she was unable to reply ; hastening there-

fore to the gate of the cemetery, he called

two of the guards, who raised the woman

from the earth, while I carried the infant.

Oh, Selima! the strong voice of nature even

at that moment proclaimed the sympathy

between us; as I pressed thee to my bosom,

thou smiled in my face, raised thy arms

to my neck, and fixed thy coral lips to mine.

« Oh,
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" Ob, Prophet!" exclaimed he, regard-

less of all around him, " why did'st thou

sleep, while innocence, truth, and virtue,

became the victims of a fell destroyer?

—

Was it that I was unworthy the trust ?

—

if so, on the guilty should thy vengeance

have fallen!"

After a pause he continued.—" Pardon

me, I pray ye, sorrow bewilders me. On
reaching the guards who remained with

the camels and baggage, some coverings

were spread on the ground, and a cordial

administered to the mother of Selima, who

it was evident, was perishing for want; and

who by sun rise, was so far recruited in

strength, that she was able to be carried

in a kind of litter, which the guards formed

of their cloaks and coverings, fixed between

two mules.

" Selima, at my especial request, was

placed before me, 1 had fed her, she slept

oa
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©n my bosom, and on her awakening, lisped

out my name as I repeated it to her. On
reaching the haram, where we arrived the

following afternoon, for we had strayed but

a few miles, my mother received me with

rapture; and paid every attention to Se-

lima and her parent, that her humanity and
j

my entreaties dictated.

" In a few days she was sufficiently re-

covered to enter into a detail of her suf-

ferings.—Travelling with her husband, who

was a greek merchant, and took the escort

of the caravan, they had been beset in the

desert, and the greater part of them slain

or carried into slavery. Among the first

of these was her husband, from whose

bleeding body she was torn with her in-

fant, and borne away with the rest to the
;

hordes of the banditti, among the moun-

tains; there to await the arrival of a slave

' dealer, j
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dealer, who usually purchased such un-

happy people from the Arabs.

" Though sunk in grief, the bold at-

tempt of escaping with her child divided

her thoughts; and seizing an opportunity

when most of the Arabs were absent, and

the remainder buried in drunkenness and

sleep, she effected her purpose. Ill stored

with provisions or water, and without the

means of obtaining either in the sandy

track she had to explore, all she could pro-

cure at the time of her flight was devoted

to her infant; and two whole days had she

wandered, her strength unrecruited by

food and her lips un refreshed by water

when we found her. At the close of that

day she had discerned the turrets of a

mosque at a distance, and directed her

steps towards it; but fainting and almost

dying, the night closed before she could

reach it, and, unable to proceed, she had

entered
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entered the cemetery, whose unclosed

gates she considered as the jaws of the

grave opened to receive her. To cut short

my detail, though the mother of Seliiua

in some measure recovered, the violence

of her sufferings had undermined her life,

and a consumption ensued which in three

months terminated her existence.

" To my mother she intrusted her child,

who, too young to be sensible of her loss,

considered her as a parent; nor was her af-

fection unreturned, for I truly believe she

was secondary in my mother's estimation

to no one but myself. Months and years

elapsed, I saw my mother at stated periods,

and as I grew to manhood, felt a fresh in-

centive to lead me to the Haram. At fif-

teen, Selima was among the most perfect

of nature's works; with my mother's sanc-

tion I told my love, she accepted my heart

and promised her's in return, but we feared

to
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to disclose oar attachment to my father,

who. still eager to monopolize beauty,

might have snatched -her from tiny anx

wishes.

" Gur precautions -were, however, vain,

an eunuch who brought dispatches from my

father to the hara her, and bore back

the testimony of her beauty in such flat-

tering terms, that even the cold blood of

Othman was moved, and what duty for

years bad not been able to effect, became

his most anxious wish. He visited the

haram,—saw Selima, demanded her—not

as a lover, but as a master,—and, refused

by my mother, hastened to repeat his de-

sires to his father, who was weak enough to

yield to his wishes, and command her to

be delivered to some female slaves and

eunuehs who were sent for that purpose.

" My mother, justly offended, preremp-

torily refused, and I was, for a short time,

delivered
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delivered from the distracting fears I tiad

-experienced, Cautious as we had been in

concealing our affection, it had, however,

transpired, and Othman, profiting by his

power over my father, procured an order

from the soldan, which obliged me to repair

to Damascus. I at first resolved to take

"Selima with me, but the persuasions of my
mother, who feared my father's anger,

prevailed, and that the more easily, as she

pledged her word for her safety during my
absence. Alas! I was doomed to suffer 1

After my departure my mother twice refused

to give her up, and I have no doubt would

have firmly kept her promise, had not the

utmost malice of my fate combined to

assist my enemies. My father died, and

contrary to expectation, left me a third of

his wealth ; but Othman, who resolved to

have no sharer either in his love or fortune,

caused me to be seized as I hastened on

receiving
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receiving the intelligence to return to

Joppa, and I was bound, gagged, and con-

veyed to Jerusalem as a state prisoner.

" All now in his power, his lust and vi-

olence knew no bounds, his mother's com-

mands and prayers were unavailing, Selima

was torn From her power, and borne to his

seraglio at Cairo; and myself thrown into

prison, and guarded by creatures whose in-

terest it was to obey him. Whether from

compunction or fear, I knowYiot, but for

more than a year no attempt was made upon

rny life.
—

'But death, in my situation, would

have been mercy, compared to what I suf-

fered, not only in body but in mind;—my
mother and Selima were constantly in my
thoughts, and every endeavour that I made

to prevail on the guard to disclose their fate,

proved unavailing. At the period I men-

tioned he became more than usually severe.

I thought at times he appeared to consider

me
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ine with attention, and I made no doubt

that Othrnan was returned, and would

speedily cause me to be privately murdered.

I was not deceived, such was his intention.

He had obtained permission to pass some

months at the seraglio, near which I was

confined; and had resolved to remove me,

as one of his first cares, when unexpectedly

a royal mandate arrived, to command his

immediate appearance before the soldan.

Though terrified and alarmed by this order,

he arranged all for his absence; and among

other things, as I afterwards learned, did

not forget to command, that I should be

put to death on his departure.

" One evening as I was in my prison,

meditating on the horrors of my situation,

on a sudden the door was hastily opened,

and my gaoler entered. His features were

less gloomy than usual; and after some

questions, he asked me if I would swear by

the
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the great Alia and bis prophet, to be se-

cret in what he had to disclose, and which

he said concerned me very nearly. I an-

swered in the affirmative; and having taken

the vow he proceeded to inform me of

Othman's intention respecting myself. I

interrupted him by declaring my contempt

of life; but pressed him to reveal to me,

If in his knowledge, the fate of my mother

and Selima.

" Thy mother," replied he, 6i sleeps

With the dead; and for Selima, force hath

seized what was denied to entreaty." «

" I heard no more,—my mother dead,

and Selima violated, appeared as a stroke

of lightning; giving way to despair, I

accused Heaven, and dashing myself on

the ground, had I possessed a weapon,

should have ended my hated life.

" This violence is unavailing,"' said the

gaoler, "revenge may yet be thine; the

vol. 11. I life
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life of Othman hangs upon a thread, com-

plaint hath been made of him to the sol-

dan, and 'tis doubtful that he ever returns.

Selima, by a trusty slave, has offered me
a sum too considerable to be refused for

thy life; but remember thy oath,—should

Othman fall, thy promise is void."

" Where is Selima?" exclaimed I.

—

" Oh, Prophet, let me but once see her,

and I die content!"

" She is at Cairo," answered he, " but

remember that to see her is impossible ; for

should'st thou be known, the charges of

state are also against thee, for thy admi-

nistration at Damascus."

" By my life," I replied, " I ever acted

to the best of my judgment for the geperal

welfare, and the interest of the soldan;

if the malice of Othman hath endeavoured

to make it appear otherwise, it is a false

accusation."

"Thy
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" Thy father died immensely rich," an-

swered the gaoler, " the state is poor, and

may not be sorry to frame an excuse to

become heir to both brothers, I will give

thee the means of flight, and to thy bro-

ther report thee dead; as by his order,

I am to send him a token when his com-

mands to that purpose are fulfilled."

" To cut short my narrative, even that

very night I was xset free
?
the slave who had

been employed by Selima accompanying

me. By agreement with the gaoler, we

were to enter into no conversation till at a

distance from the city; but I had no

sooner reached the open country, than

I gave vent to my curiosity and grief.

—

The slave informed me, it was believed

that the death of my mother was occa-

sioned by Selima's being torn from her;

and that on the latter being carried to

Cairo, every means had been used by

1

2

Othman
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Othrnan to make her consent to his -wishes,

but in vain, till the barbarian had recourse

to violence.—-" My mistress," continued

the slave,
x " for a considerable time yielded

to grief, but latterly lias appeared more

calm; though she constantly refuses the

visits of our lord. During her illness I

have been admitted to her presence, my
mother is her most favourite attendant,

and by that means I was entrusted to offer

such an ample bribe as your gaoler did not

think fit to refuse; and which in all pro-

bability he accepted the more readily, as it

is strongly suspected that Othman's life is

in danger. And now to conclude," added

he, " I have one command to fulfil, which

is to deliver this letter."

" I had no breath for words, bttt3i>a$fily

snatched the presented letter; which at

the moment I tore open, without recol-

lecting that it was too dark to suffer me to

read
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read it.--Judge what hours of suspense I

passed till it was sufficiently light for me to

decypher its contents, and which I found

to run thus

:

" SHOULD this meet thy

hand, thou beloved of my Soul's choice,

thou wilt be convinced that thou art not

forgotten, though fate has placed a bar

between us never to be broken. The

bane of our happiness is in toils, which

the victim of his villany hath forged

for him, and I trust once more to see thee;

but in the mean time be careful, for more

than life depends on prudence, as I have a

secret that I can only personally disclose

to thee. Let me know that thou art safe,

but use no name; thou shalt hear from

me again/'

*1 There was a 'mystery couched in the

letter which I could not understand, yet it

inspired me with more courage; and having

1.3 travelled
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travelled daring the night, and the whole

of the day, over the desert, we recruited

our wearied strength in a forest that skirted

a mountain, towards which we had directed

our steps, my companion, Zama, having

procured some common food from a pea-

sant in the vicinity.

" In the morning we continued our way,

avoiding all frequented spots, and after a

weary travel of some days reached Cairo;

where I. concealed myself in an adjacent

wood, while Zama proceeded to the city

to inform Selima of his success, and to

bear to her a ring as a token, which I ac-

cidentally had on my finger, for I could

not procure materials for writing.

" The succeeding night Zama again

joined me. He brought me a change of

cloathing, and a supply of provision, with

a letter also from Selima; in which she gave

me to understand that Othman was still

in
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in confinement, and that I was anxiously

sought after, as my fate was uncertain,

though it was strongly suspected that I

had fallen his victim, an opinion she wished

to be generally believed. To be so near

the object of my soul's wishes, yet unable

to see her, was almost too much for my

reason, but guided by her reiterated com-

mands, I was forced to submit.

" A fortnight had elapsed, during which

I had constantly heard of her; my days

were passed in the depths of the wood,

and at night I sheltered my limbs under

the spreading branches. After this period,

a day elapsed without my receiving any

intelligence; a second came, and I was

not more fortunate. I had still food, but

anxiety made me unable to taste it; and

on the third evening, distracted with the

agonies of suspense, I resolved to adven-

ture into the city. The resolution formed,

14 I
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I lefi the wood, and directed my steps to-

wards my brother's dwelling; but there met

with a sii'jjri.^e, that on Selima's account,

liik (1 me with horror and consternation.

Ruin and devastation were spread around,

the magnificent roof of the mansion,

which was tilted up for luxury and plea-

sure, was destroyed—the lattices and doors

were torn from their hinges—the courts

were filled with camels and mules, loaded

with plunder for the state; while the

myrmidons of the police, stripped the

apartments of what was left, as beneath

its notice.

" In this scene of desolation Selima

alone employed my thoughts; where was I

to seek her, or even how to know what

was becorrie of her?—At length I resolved

to ask the cause of this confusion ; and

was informed, that Othman, son of the

late vizier, Harriet, had two days before

been
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b
:

een put to death ; that the sol clan had

ordered all his effects to be confiscated,

his house and haram razed to the ground,

his goods destroyed, and his lands laid

waste. Though Othman had torn asunder

every tie of affection, a tear involuntarily

started in my eye; but the recollection of

the injuries of Selima, made me ashamed

of my weakness, and I wiped it from my

cheek with disdain. Uncertain how- to

act, I resolved to return to the wood,

as Selima, if in her power, would

doubtless send thither."

As the Saracen, .Harriet, made a pause at

this part of his narrative, Jaques requested

him kindly to dekr the remainder till the

morrow, as he must be wearied. He then

interpreted, as nearly as possible, the whole

of what had passed, to the baron and his

friends, expressing his belief of the veracity

of the narrative. All testified pity for his

I 5 situation,
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situation, bat particularly Bertram, who,

with the kindness that marked all his ac-

tions, viewing him with a mixture of atten-

tion and pity, could not restrain his tears.

This conduct astonished the whole party,

but no one more than the Saracen, who re-

garded him a moment with astonishment,

then laid his hand upon his heart to testify

his gratitude.

Some time after, Fitz-Hugh, addressing

the youth, said,—" Methinks, Bertram,

thou art wonderfully taken with this Sa-

racen, Hamet;— is it consistent with thy

strict belief of our faith to pay such attention

to an,infidel ?"

i( Entirely so," answered Bertram, <c nay

more, I feel it a duty; he must be taught to

love the Christians, and then their tenets

will the more easily become his."

" Bertram is right," replied the baron,

" he shall need no kindness we can bestow."

Then
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Then calling Gregory, he gave the Saracen

to his care, ordering him to prepare a mat-

tress for him in the adjoining tent.

As Ha met left them for the night,

Jaques for himself and the rest, kindly-

wished him a good repose, and the party

separated for the evening.

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

oN the ensuing day, Bertram, with May-

nard and Alan, repaired to the tent of the

baron, where they found the Saracen pre-

paring to conclude his story to Jaques, and

therefore readily accepted an invitation to

stay and hear the interpretation of what

remained.

All being seated, Harriet resumed his

narrative,

—

" I wandered back to the wood," said he,

" in a state of mind more easy for you to

judge
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judge than for me to describe;—my brain

was almost driven to madness, my limbs

trembled with the agitation of my spirits,

a burning thirst devoured me.— All around

was still as death ;—the wood was dark,

except at intervals, when the pale glim-

merings of the moon gave an imperfect

light, and to my haggard fancy redoubled

the distraction of my soul. I threw my-

self on the ground, I groaned aloud, and

giving way to my grief, called on the

;;het to end my wretched life.
—" I am

now/' exclaimed I, " alone in the creation

;

my cruel brother hath paid the forfeiture

of his villany, my parents sleep in the

tomb, and she who could have repaid me
for all the evils I have suffered, is torn for

ever from me.—Wretched, lost Harriet!"

" Hamet!" methought a voice repeated,

but listening and all remaining silent, I

conjectured
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conjectured that echo had alone resounded

my words.

" Alas! alas!" resumed I, after a pause,

" the world hath no longer charms for me,

for where can I seek her whom my soul

loveth?—Oh! Selima! Selima!"

" Selima!" re-echoed the voice, but in

a sound so touching that it vibrated on my
heart, and starting from the ground, I

cried aloud,

—

" What spirit art thou, whom
the prophet sendeth in the clouds of night,,

to speak comfort, in an angel's voice to the

afflicted Hamet?"
" Hamet," repeated the voice.

" Blessed spirit, take, oh, take me with

thee! I hear thy call and am ready."

"Here!" replied the voice, faintly.

" Convinced now that it was no delusion,

I rushed forward ; but the moon was buried

in the clouds, and I but struck myself

against the trees in a vain endeavour to

find
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find the object whose voice appeared to me
as musical as that of Selima. A deep and

heavy groan curdled my blood, I cursed

my folly in having left the wood, where I

had scarcely a doubt but that Selima her-

self had repaired in my absence, and had

been robbed and wounded by lurking ban-

ditti, and now lay in the agonies of death.

— I repeated her name aloud, but no sound

succeeded, till after a long pause, a second

groan increased my agitation, and at that

moment the moon glimmering from be-

neath the clouds, discovered to my sight,

an object, which by a white garment I

supposed a female, supported in a sitting

posture against a tree. I rushed forward,

I snatched the senseless body to my heart,

which in a moment identified my Selima,

though cold, inanimate, and apparently

expiring. Without the means of affording

her assistance, my distraction knew no

bounds^
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bounds; I cried aloud on. lier name, my
tears bedewed her face. I wrapped her in

my garments, and strove to w7arm her in my
bosom. My cares were after a time suc-

cessful, she recovered vital warmth and

recollection, and was speedily convinced

that her head reclined upon a bosom to

whom she was clearer than life.

" She asked faintly for water, fortunately

I had a cordial remaining which the slave

had brought me, and giving her some, I

enjoyed the satisfaction of finding she was

not past hope. I forced her to swallow

bread, and exhausted with fatigue she

dropped asleep, while I watched her as a

mother doth a darling infant.

" With the dawn of day she awoke, but

I was shocked to see the depredation

sorrow and villany had made in her beau-

tiful face.—The roses of her cheeks were

flown, her eyes were sunken, her lips livid,

and
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every symptom of premature decay

was visible through her wlnple form.

—

Though weak and languid, I was blessed

by hearing her speak,—" Hamet," said

she, " I had been bewildered in this wood,

a whole day and night before we met, vainly

endeavouring to and firmly re-

solved to perish, rather than return to the

city. When I heard thy voice I was un-

able to reply, having fallen oa the earth

through fatigue and hunger.— I shall now,

however, die happy, for I trust I have

saved thee; but from hence we must de-

part as speedily as possible,, for here thou

art not safe."

(C
I represented to her the impossibility

of our removal, in the weak state of her

health, but she replied,

—

c * Thou knowest

not, Hamet, of w hat exertion I am capable

for thee.—We will travel in the cool of

night, and in the day repose where we can

fin*
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find shelter. Joppa must be the place of

our present destination, for reasons which I

will inform thee."

" Curious as I was to learn every cir-

cumstance which had befallen her, her

weakness precluded questions; and though

I would willingly have ventured into the

city, to procure what I considered might

be serviceable to her, yet the mention of

such a measure threw her into agonies, and

obliged me to relinquish my purpose.

—

We passed two whole days in the wood,

when our provision being quite expended,

and Selima's strength somewhat recruited,

we resolved to begin our journey ; and on

the ensuing evening, carefully avoiding the

populous part of the city,, purchased in the

suburbs some food, and two coarse caftans,

with some other raiment, to conceal our

persons. We walked for hours* but such

was Selima's debility that we did not pro-

ceed
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ceed above four miles, when we again took

the shelter of some trees that grew by the

way side. Here we concealed ourselves

during the day, when Selima, more reco-

vered, entered into a detail of the miseries

she had undergone, her being forced from

the protection of my mother, and the

brutal conduct of Othman. In the bitter-

ness of my heart, I called down curses on

his memory, and thought his life too poor

an expiation for his guilt.

" Hamet," said she, u Heaven some-

times permits the weak to triumph over the

powerful, and the small asp, trod upon by

the lion, may in return sting him to death.

Thy brother was regardless of thy claims

upon my heart, he was deaf to my tears and

entreaties, and 'tis I who have spread the

snare which plunged him in the grave."

" I started at this intelligence, though

I was somewhat prepared by her letter, and

entreated
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entreated her to continue her narrative.-

—

"In a visit ^which Othman made to my
apartment," resumed she, " and during

which I had heen grossly insulted, in my

defence I had torn his garment, and after

his departure found a small packet which

had in consequence been dropped. On-

examining the contents, I found a letter

from thy gaoler, desiring to know his will

concerning thee; and also another from the-

commander of the. Turkish troops which-

have been sent against the soldan, and res-

pecting some sums of money which Othman.

had received for traitorous informations

given to the enemy. Possessed of these I.

considered -revenge at least in my power,

and collecting my jewels, I, after much-

time spent in persuasion, prevailed on the

slave to undertake the commission which

produced thy liberation*

" Previous-
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"'Previous to the departure of Othmnn

tfbr Jerusalem, he ordered me ' to be

brought before him, when lie commanded

me to^prepare to reeeive him as he wished

on his return; or swore, by the prophet, he

would sell me to a slave dealer. His bru-

tality sealed his doom, I bade him defiance,

and at his departure inelosed the treach-

erous letter to the mufti, to remit to the

soldan ; though I concealed the means by

Which it had been obtained, and from

whom sent.

" I should not neglect to tell thee that

Othman missed his papers, and caused

strict search to be made for them ; but un-

certain as to where he had lost them, and

no ill consequence for some time following,

he had doubtless banished the idea of

danger.

u Seized, and examined before the sol-

dan's council, he has been found guilty,

and
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and his immense wealth confiscated to the

state. Previously to the house being razed

all the slaves were sold, for the benefit of

thesoldan; but a rich jewel presented to

one of the subaltern officers of the police,

procured my freedom, on condition that I

should immediately quit the city. In the

confusion, my faithful slave and her son

also escaped; but whither they directed

their steps is to me unknown. Thou see'st

then, Hamet, the woman who has deprived

thy brother of life, but whose heart steeled

against remorse, cannot repent the deed;

for had he returned to Cairo, again must

my bosom have been polluted with his ac-

cursed embraces."

.

" I caught Selima to my heart, and de-

clared that I held her pure as when we

parted ; and that as there was no impedi-

ment in our faith, the rites of the mosque

should unite us the first opportunity.

« Harney
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<c Harriet," answered she, " mv heart

must be ever thine, thy mother became

mine, and taoght me to revert* thy faith;

and though mv parents were Greeks, I

adopted it, because it was the belief of the

man I loved.— But there is an instinctive

power within me which now recoils against

my being ought to thee but a sister. Can

-thy. Prophet, or the God of my parents,

smile on such an union?—Shalt thou take

to thy honest bosom a woman defiled by

thy brother, and who m return undermined

his life?—Surely no!—By such a junction

thou would'st share my guilt, and his blood

cry for double vengeance on thy head."

" It was in vain that I endeavoured to

combat the resolutions of Selima, they were

unalterable ; though I was convinced I was

dearer to her than either life or liberty.

" Our destination was Joppa, the reason

of which was the secret mentioned in Se-

lima's
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lima's letter, and that could only be per-

sonally disclosed./- In the garden of the

liaram, after my father's death, and fearful

of my brother's tyranny, my mother had

deposited in a secure asylum, both gold and

jewels to a great amount; Selima alone

knew the spot, and in case of necessity,

was to divulge it to me for our mutual be-

nefit. She was soon after seized, and my
mother's death speedily following, the

treasure remained unknown. Our design

was therefore to secure it ; and to hasten

to some other country, where we might

enjoy it without molestation.

<e We continued our way, travelling by

night and reposing by day. I carried food

in a basket, and water in a leathern bottle,

procuring them whenever we found oppor-

tunity. On the desert we were overtaken

by a camel driver, who was going to Ro-

setta,, and with whom we agreed to travel

as
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as far as was convenient on onr way, or I

truly believe I should have had the addi-

tional sorrow of seeing my beloved com-

panion perish on the sandy waste. We
passed for travellers who had been robbed

by the Arabs, but who had found means

to secrete some gold, with which we de-

frayed the expences of our journey. After

we left the camel driver, we found little

difficulty in reaching Joppa; and pro-

ceeded to the haram, which had, like the

rest of Othman's palaces, been stripped

and laid waste. Though the sight inspired

melancholy, it was to us a subject of con-

gratulation, as within its desolated walls

we hoped to find a shelter; and we could

also the more easily obtain, and remove

the object of our search. Rapine and vi-

olence were not however satisfied, for even

yet did the inferior myrmidons of the law,

who resided in the city, daily explore the

vol. ir. K ruinated
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ruinated walls in search of plunder; and

though it may be judged that Selima and

myself were better acquainted with the

spot than the intruders, vet we frequently

found it difficult to evade their sight.

" The food I procured was usually pur-

chased at the close of day, when I ven-

tured into the city ; but my absence ever

caused such dread to Selima, that on my
return I frequently found her lost to re-

collection, and in a state that I momen-

tarily feared her death. I had also re-

peatedly been down to the coast; but the

only ships were from Europe, and whose

owners treated me so roughly, as I was a

Saracen, that I was forced to relinquish

my purpose.

*' The treasure concealed by my mother

we found safe; but fearful of so large a

trust, left it unbroken, save by taking some

pieces of gold for our expences.

"I
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" T earnestly wished to have purchased

camels to remove us; hut added to the

danger which might have arisen fiom

such a step, Selima's health was daily more

declining, and precluded all change of si-

tuation, except it had been on ship board.

One night as I was purchasing food in the

town, I overheard a discourse that attracted

all my attention ; it passed between the

master of a shop, and a man who had the

appearance of one of the lower orders of

the police. The latter spoke of the death

of my brother Othman, and of the con-

fession of my gaoler, that I was yet living,

and was conjectured to have fled with the

favourite, Selima; a supposition which was

corroborated by intelligence procured from

the camel driver with whom we passed the

desert. He concluded the whole by saying,

the cadi had received orders from the sol-

dan, to offer a reward to whoever should

K 2 bring
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bring me before him; a proclamation

which had also been sent to every town

and port throughout the country.

" Fortunately I escaped observation,

and hastening to the ruins, I was neces-

sitated to disclose to Selima the intelligence

I had gained; and though I did it in the

most careful manner, such was her con-

sternation that I feared it would have

proved fatal. It was in vain I entreated

her to take comfort,—" Thou may'st be

sought for even here," cried she, " and

torn from me, I shall not enjoy even the

melancholy satisfaction of fixing my last

looks on thee.—Oh, Hamet! that indeed

would be more bitter than death itself!
*'

" I assured her that I considered our-

selves safe, in the ruins;—but, pausing

awhile, she replied,—" Beneath this ha-

ram there is, I have heard, cells, where thy

father, in former years, kept his prisoners;

these,
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these, at least, I should suppose, are in

their accustomed state, being perhaps un-

known, or containing nothing to tempt

avarice. Let us seek them, we shall be less

subject to discovery during the day, and in

the night thou can st lead me forth to enjoy

the cool breezes. Heaven will, in a short

time enable me to leave this dreadful spot,

or release thee, by my death, to direct thy

steps to a place of safety."

" The words of Selima were as a poniard

to my heart, I knew there were dungeons

under the building, but not immediately

where they were situated ; but she suffered

me to enjoy no respite till, by search, I dis-

covered that where you found me.— I first

carried whatever I could procure among the

ruins conducive to her ease, and then

picked up some sticks, and. striking a flint

against a piece of iron kindled a fire, which

K 3 dried
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dried the walls, and gave even that dreary

cavern a more habitable appearance.

* c All prepared, T descended with Selima

in my arms into this living grave ; she cast

her eyes around with a sickly smile,

—

" Hamet," said she, " this place is to me

more dear, accompanied by thee, than the

gilded apartments of Othman, defiled by

intemperance and lust. Thou also must

allow, it is warmer than the desolated apart-

ments in which we have hitherto found

shelter. Pride alone, my friend, makes

useless distinctions, for the uncorrupted

heart beats more lightly on straw, and sur-

rounded by bare walls, than amidst the

temptations of vice, concealed under ta-

pestry and gold tissue."

" Thus did my angelic Selima endeavour

to divert my thoughts from dwelling on

the miseries which surrounded us. The

length of the way to Joppa^the danger that

attended
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attended my going, all contributed to make

me purchase as much as possible when I

went thither, so that I left my Selima but

once after we made the dungeon our re-

sidence. I would fain have braved all diffi-

culties to convey her to some other dwelling,

but her fears were not to be surmounted

nor conquered by persuasion.

" I drew near to the close of all my
earthly happiness.—Selima's weakness en-

creased, I read in her sunken features the

dreadful stroke which awaited me, she

spoke with difficulty, the clammy dews of

death hung on her beauteous brows, she

took my hand,—" Hamet," said she, " I

rejoice that thou art on the point of being

freed from a weight, which if longer conti-

nued might plunge thee in ruin ;—collect

what wealth thy mother left thee, and

hasten from this hateful country.—Nay,

weep not, that instinctive power that I have

K 4 before
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before mentioned to thee, whispers to my
parting spirit that we shall meet again.

—

Thou wilt say that such a belief is contrary

to the law of Mahomet, but at this awful

moment the heart surely cannot lie."

" Selima paused from weakness, grief

choaked my voice, and I remained silent;

at length she continued,—" Had the pro-

phet listened to my prayers, for I was his

faithful votary, I had been saved from vio-

lation, and thy brother from death.—

Education and love made me a Ma-

hometan ; but in the sleepless hours of

agony and pain, I have remembered that

my father was' a Greek, and longed to

throw myself on the mercy of his God.

The monitor within me I am convinced is

the soul, of which 1 have indistinctly heard,

and I believe its dictates, for it is surely in-

spired by a higher power than Mahomet _ ;

was ever endowed with.'
1

« The
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cc The impiety of Selima's words shocked

me, but I considered her delirious, and had

not courage to contradict a fancy which

apparently gave her pleasure."

Harriet paused, and appeared overpow-

ered with the remembrance, Jaques, there-

fore entreated him to defer the remainder

of the narrative till the morrow, and for

the present he would interpret his relation

to the baron and his friends.

Hamet acquiesced with thanks, and

Jaques with great exactitude and feeling

repeated his story, which did not fail to

' awaken the pity of all. As he proceeded,

they expressed their commiseration for his

sufferings, and detestation for his brother;

but none more markingly than Bertram,

until Jaques having concluded, the youth

hastily wiped off the tributary tear which

flfche had bestowed on the sorrows of Selima,

and fixing his eyes with modest exultation

K 5 on
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on the Saracen, he exclaimed,

—

" Blessed

be the Virgin, Selima's soul was Christian,

in spite of the deluding doctrine which

had empoisoned her youthful mind, and

though we cannot enjoy her friendship on

earth, I trust we shall join her in Heaven i"

The energy of Bertram excited the cu-

riosity of Harriet, as he plainly understood,

by the youth's features, that he was making

some comment on his story, he therefore

requested Jaques to explain his words.

Jaques willingly complied, when Hamet

answered,—" I pray you thank him for me,

for though our tenets are different, I cannot

but respect his enthusiasm. To meet

Selima, in Paradise," added he, " would

indeed be an enchanting thought ! for not

all the beauteous houris promised to Ma-

hometans in the gardens of bliss, can

ever be so dear to my soul as is even the

remembrance
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remembrance of her pale and faded cheek,

and grief-worn form!"

Thus ended the discourse of the day.—

The weather for some time had not been

favourable for the embarkation of the cru-

saders, it was, however, resolved not to

delay their departure longer than necessary.

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER XXIX,

JL HE ensuing evening all being assem-

bled in the baron's tent, Hamet, addressing

Jaques, said,—" To-night, if it suits your

leisure, I will end my sad relation."

The baron and his friends testifying by

Jaques that it would oblige them, he con-

tinued.—" Two days after the discourse I

mentioned, my beloved Selima breathed

her last sigh in the dreary depth of the

dungeon^ the innocent victim of a fell

destroyer;
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destroyer; but for me pure as the fresh-

blown liily, or, as I received her from her

mother's bosom in the cemetery on the

desert. Alas! my grief knew no bounds,

the dungeon resounded with my cries.

Selima had expired in my arms, and as I

conjecture, remained there for some hours,

for after the first effusion of my grief, a

heavy insensibility made me unconscious

of the lapse of time; and when I recovered

my recollection, she was still clasped to my

bosom, though stiff and cold. Even then

I could not fly from her; 1 laid her gently

on the rude bed I had formed, and gazing

on her, flattered myself that she breathed.

Hastening for some liquid, I placed it

within her lips, it returned on my hand;

and distracted at the sight, reason again

forsook me, and dashing myself on the

ground by her side, hours, or perhaps a day,

elapsed of which I have no recollection.

The
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The pangs of hunger first awoke me to a

sense of my misery.—Selima was close by

my side, her face black and livid; the sight

overpowered me, but reduced by anguish

and hunger, tears took place of distraction,

and I wept like an infant, and with diffi-

culty supporting myself, reached a draught

of water and a few dates.

" My strength somewhat recruited, and

my heart relieved by tears. I resolved to

pay her the last duties I could perform;

and regardless of discovery, in the evening

hastened to Joppa, where I purchased linen

to enwrap her limbs decently before I laid

them in the grave. I had an iron bar,

which we found among the ruins on our

first arrival, and which I had before used

to open the earth where our treasure was

concealed; alas! I now used it to conceal

a treasure dearer to me than all the world

could bestow. Figure to yourself the hot -

rors
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rors of the task!—Let your imagination

paint what I endured in swathing her livid

body—in depositing it in the grave—in

covering it with earth, and concealing it

for ever from my sight f

"

Jaques interrupted Hamet, whose an-

guish almost choaked his utterance, and

intreated him to give over; but taking a

draught of water, he replied,

—

a Not so,

the bitterness is past, and I shall speedily

conclude.

96 After Seli ma's death a stupor and

heavy inactivity pervaded in all my actions,

I had no inclination to leave the ruins, nor

ever sought food further than the fruits

which the desolated garden afforded. I

passed my days usually in the dungeon, and

my nights under the fig-tree where I had

deposited her remains; and in all proba-

bility, but for being discovered by you, I

had perished in that spot. More than

once
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once I had seen christians at a distance, in

the adjoining woods, but fearful for their

hatred to our race, I had declined to ad-

dress them; you have, however, banished

that fear, and though I cannot adopt your

faith, I. have at least learned to respect it."

Hamet ceased/ when Jaques asked him

if he was acquainted with any of the

Christian slaves his late father held in

confinement. Hamet replied in the ne-

gative, saying his brother alone was ad-

mitted into all the private business of his

father; that he believed, formerly there

had been some, but that they had all been

put to death.

Hamet's story explained to the baron

and his friends, they warmly joined to

commiserate his sad fortune, and to inspire

brighter hopes for the future; after which,

Jaques taking his arm proposed a walk,

through the- camp, as he thought it might

tend
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tend to dissipate uneasy reflections.

—

Fitz-Hugh had been absent daring the af-

ternoon, bat entered as Hamet vvitii

Jaques and Maynard left the tent.

" Where hast thou been ?" said the

baron, " thy face betokens pleasure, I

prithe€rlet us share it.'*

" I mean it," answered he.—" In the

midway between our camp and Joppa, is a

tent newly erected, appertaining to a man

who travels the country with dancing girls,

merry as Greeks, and beautiful as goddesses;

and who, though they hold Christian men

in abhorrence, have no quarrel to their

gold or jewels. The Lords Villeneufand

la Tours have been with me, and we but

returned for money to insure our further

welcome, and also for you to join our

party."

" I thank you," replied the baron, " but

have no inclination to walk this afternoon."

« Nay,"
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" Nay," said Fitz-Hugh, " now I pri-

thee go, they are the sweetest good hu-

moured little infidels I ever beheld.—What
sayest thon, Bertram, will thou accompany

us and endeavour to convert them?"

Bertram turned from him with disgust

and contempt.

" In faith," continued Fitz-Hugh, "thou

hast no soul, boy, whatever thy eyes say to

the contrary. Alan shall go, he hath ten

times thy spirit."

Alan blushed deeply, but made no reply.

" Alan shall not go," replied Bertram,

n be satisfied with polluting your own soul,

without endeavouring to corrupt those of

others."

"Thou art right, Bertram," said the

baron, "Fitz-Hugh but jested in making

the offer.—I have heard much of these

dancing girls, and detest their character as

much as thou can'st, and if I accompany

Fitz-Hugh,
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Fitz-Hugh, it will be merely from a mo-

tive of curiosity.

"

" Improper curiosity is best unsatisfied,

my Lord," replied Bertram, "you would

but degrade your rank and honour by

leaving the camp on such an occasion.

"

"What then," said Fitz-Hugh, sarcas-

tically, " thy zeal for conversion selects its

objects; I thought thy charity had been

more universal. Come, my Lord, my
friends wait for you, this little minion can

finish his sermon on your return.

"

" In truth I wish that thou would'st

excuse me,'* said the baron.

" By my soul, I will not," answered Fitz-

Hugh, with heat, " the affection I have

entertained for the Baron de Pointz, from

my earliest infancy, is well repaid, if such

a trivial request is to be counteracted by a

boy, the acquaintance of a day."

"Thou
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"Thou art too petulant," replied the

baron, " no man is higher in my. esteem

than thou art."

" Prove it then, by devoting a single

hour to accompany me."

" If it must be, I will attend you for that

time. Bertram and Alan, my good lads,

wait here until my return, you will find

something to amuse you."

.The baron, arose as' he spoke, when

Bertram, catching his cloak, said,—" Now,

my good Lord, I pray you, for the love of

Heaven, do not go; before you are aware

you may fall into clanger!"

"Pish! my lad, it* is impossible!—let

loose my cloak, thou but delay est the

time."

" I cannot.—In this case I would I pos-

sessed^ giant's strength, then would I also

holdWe knight!"

Fitz-Hugh
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Fitz-Hugh laughed contemptuously,

—

<i Cobwebs hold not men !" replied he.

—

" Come, de Poiritz, these childish games

can be concluded on your return."

The baron was vexed at the perseverance

of Fitz-Hugh; yet he had frequently ob-

served that he appeared jealous of the

marked friendship with which he treated

Bertram, and therefore was the more anx-

ious to remove the impression.

" Nay," continued Fitz-Hugh, "if you

dare not go it is enough ; I wish your new

friendship may repay you for that which

hath been sacrificed to it.'
r

" I have told thee I would go," answered

the baron, warmly.—" Remove thy hand

from my cloak, Bertram, lest I should hurt

thee."

" Indeed you shall not go, myj'Eterd/*

said Bertram."

"Shall
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" Shall not," repeated the baron, " I

will go;—thou presumest too much on my
friendship.—I feel that I owed thee my
life in the desert, and once again I bid thee

tax my gratitude, for the obligation be-

comes painful."

" It must then remain so, my Lord,"

said Bertram, " for the wealth of the world

should not obliterate that moment from my
memory.—I should have thought my life

well lost to have even for a single hour

attained such a height in my own estima-

tion. Oh ! Holy Virgin ! to have saved

the life of the Baron de Pointz!—Angels

waft the sound to Heaven, that noble and

ancient house owes the life of its chief to

the feeble and unknown Bertram, and

mingled with the annals of the family will

that circumstance be recorded!"

" It is recorded in my own heart, proud

vindictive boy," answered the baron.

"If
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%< If you mean to accompany me/* said

Fitz-Hugh, " come away, I am weary with

this trifling/
1

" I attend you/' replied the baron,

disengaging his cloak from Bertram ;
—

but the youth, with his wonted agility,

throwing himself before the aperture of

the tent, exclaimed aloud,—" One word,

my Lord, and I have done.—Nay, you

must grant it, or tread on my body to pass.

I ^wear to detain you no longer than you

reply to my question."

The fearful energy of Bertram alarmed

all; the depression of spirits he was at

times accustomed to, his animated courage

at others, conspired to make the baron

think his reason deranged, while even

Fitz-Hugh gazed on him with pity.

" What would'st thou ask?" said the

baron, " thou knowest, Bertram, I love

thee,—speak, I am ready to answer."

"To
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iC To your private ear then, my Lord/'

replied he, approaching cle Pointz, and

speaking in a low but energetic voice. " I

pray your pardon, but was it for this pur-

pose that you came to Palestine?"

The baron started, the awful mandate

which he had received in the Castle of La-

timer struck on his remembrance, and

looking on Bertram with astonishment,

he remained for a few moments lost in

thought; while the youth, true to his

word, removed from the opening of the

tent, and leaned against some chests which

contained the baron's baggage.

" Excuse me, Fitz-Hugh, except to-

night thou may'st command me," at

length said the baron. " This incompre-

hensible lad has shook my soul, and ren-

dered me incapable of ought but reflection.

"

. Fitz-Hugh, though apparently moved

with what had passed, was too proud to

decline
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decline his purpose;, therefore bidding de

Pointz farewel, he simply added, as he left

the tent, that he hoped the baron would be

more permanent in his resolutions when

they met again.

Alan, during the whole contention, had

remained in his seat bathed in tears, the

baron appeared lost in thought, and Ber-

tram overpowered with what had passed.

All continued for some time silent, when

the youth approaching the baron, bent his

knee before him,—" Pardon me, my

Lord," said he, " my spirits in this dis-

pute have outstripped my >strength ; and if

I labour under your displeasure it will sink

me to the grave.
,,

The baron raised him,—" I would if I

could retain anger against thee," replied

he, " but 'tis impossible; yet to obtain

my sincere forgiveness, thou must candidly

reply to my questions.

"

vol. ii. L " Truly,
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" Truly, my Lord, put me to the proof,

I am ready."

<< Why then did'st thou so vehemently

oppose my accompanying Fitz-Hugh?"

" For your own honour, and that of the

sacred mission on which you visited this

land ; for would it not be a triumph to the

infidels to see a Christian chief caught in

their toils ?—My second reason was a fear

for your safety, for are such people to be

trusted ?—Surely not ; and had you been

treacherously overpowered, or slain, in

such a degrading conflict, how would it

have disgraced your name. No," added

he, with enthusiasm, " truly as I love you,

even your life is less dear to me than your

honour; and so prosper me Heaven, if I

would not sooner see you deprived of the

first than the last."

The baron was moved, he clasped the

youth's hand, but remained silent.

" You
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" You promised, my Lord, to consider

me as a younger brother, to endeavour to

train me to honour; but example is better

than precept, and if you led the way to

evil, and I adopted the example, the sin

would lie principally in yourself/'

" One question more," answered de

Pointz, " and I have done,—why did'st

thou so particularly ask me, whether it

was for that purpose I came to Palestine?"

"'The question was natural, I think, my
Lord," answered Bertram, calmly.

" It perhaps might,'' said the baron,

" but there is a reason which made it

striking to me; a reason which no one in

Palestine but Fitz-Hugh is acquainted

with, and which I am confident he is too

honourable to have divulged."

"I also believe it," replied Bertram;

" and truly wish he possessed less levity,

L2 for
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for his disposition is apparently noble,

brave, and affectionate.'*

" I thank thee for him," said de Pointz.

" We shall have some difficulty to regain

his good will,—thou must meet him more

than half way."

" I will make any submission for my-

self,," answered Bertram, " but for the

cause in which we were engaged I can

make none ; it was a sacred duty, and for

which, my Lord, did your noble parents

live, they would have thanked me."

Alan, who still continued weeping, di-

verted the discourse; for though both the

baron and Bertram joined to console him,

and he apparently strove against his tears^

he could not regain his composure.

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER XXX,

CALMNESS and harmony had again

taken place between de Pointz and Ber-

tram* when Jaques, with Maynard and

Hamet returned. After some conversation,

the baron openly revealed what had passed,

adding,—" I confess tins lad has mastered

me; but I repent it only on account of

Fitz-Hugh, who I am convinced is seri-

ously angry."

* L3 « I
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" I rejoice at your escape/* replied

Jaques, " but I fear for him ; I know

little of the country, however long my
residence, yet the treachery of these peo-

ple is proverbial,—I will however consult

Hamet, who can furnish us with better

information.

"

So saying, he turned to the Saracen,

and explained what had passed; but had

scarcely concluded, when the latter started

up, saying, with visible emotion,

—

cc He
is lost, as also are his companions, there is

no doubt but they will be overpowered,

robbed, and slain ; or rather, as they are

Christians, sold as slaves, for there is no

law to protect them. These wandering

vagrants are leagued with the lower order

of the police, and frequently with the

Arabs; the wantons who accompany them,

being but lures to entrap the unwary."

Hamet'

»
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Harriet's words being explained to the

baron, he testified the utmost uneasiness

;

and proposed that a chosen number should

immediately set forth in pursuit of Fitz-

Hugh and his friends. This arrangement

was universally approved ; and a guard of

fifty being selected, de Pointz placed him-

self with Jaques at their head. Hamet

also entreated to accompany them, as did

Maynard and Bertram ; but the baron pe-

remptorily insisted on the latter remaining

in his tent with Hamet till their return.

All prepared, a space of four hours had

elapsed since Fitz-Hugh's departure; and

though the party used the utmost speed to

reach the spot, where the tent of the

dancers had been placed, no vestige of it

remained, and all enquiry being fruitless,

they returned to their camp.

The baron felt his own providential es*

Gape, and that he owed it to the imper-

ii 4 tunity
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tunity of Bertram ; but dispirited on ac-

count of Fitz-Hugh, he entered his tent

without speaking, while Bertram informed

by Maynard of what passed, did not ven-

ture to interrupt his reflections. Jaques

and Hamet alone conversed in the Saracen

language; until Bertram remarking it was

late, with a downcast eye and diffident

voice, bid the baron a good night.

Y Good repose, my dear lad," answered

de Pointz. " In faith, I believe thou art

my guardian angel ; but to-night, though

grateful for my escape, poor Fitz-Hugh

employs all my thoughts.'

'

ff And mine also, my Lord," answered

the youth; "but my heart ever presages

truly, and I hope we shall meet again, in

which case it may prove a salutary lesson."

• As he spoke he took Maynard's arm,

and with him and Alan left the tent.

" What
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C( What think you of that boy, Jaques?"

said the baron, addressing the veteran.

" I think of him," replied he, " as of

& meteor, whose bright tract we cannot

sufficiently admire before it is snatched

from us. • Bertram appears at once too

perfect and too fragile for this world.—But

what say you, my Lord?"

" Like yourself, I regard him with ad-

miration and wonder; and while I con-

temn his weak body, I bow with reverence

to his superior understanding. Hamet

looks with a curious eye on our conver-

sation, Bertram is one of his favourites,

ask his opinion."

Jaques obeyed the baron, when the Sa-

racen replied,—" I think of him, as of a

youth whom the Prophet himself might

have selected from all mankind to pro-

mulgate his doctrine; his voice is so per-

suasive, his deeds so apparently pure, and

L 5 his
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his life so spotless, that nothing could

more strongly recommend what he chose

to inculcate. I candidly confess that I did

not love the Christians; hut who can con-

sider him as one, and not respect the tenets

that actuate him ?"

This eulogium was warmly felt by Jaques

and the baron, the former of whom ob-

served to the latter,

—

il Persecution may

/make converts through fear, but it is mild-

ness and virtuous example alone, that

makes them from choice/'

The uneasiness of the baron respecting

Fitz-Hugh, would not suffer him to retire

to rest. Jaques and Hamet sat with him

during the night, the latter of whom, as

best acquainted with the manners of the

country, advised, that on the ensuing

morning the baron should write a letter,

which he would dictate, to the cadi or

judge ofJoppa, and request his interference,

enclosing
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enclosing a jewel of value, and promising

any moderate ransom that might be re-

quired for the restoration of the Christians.

This arrangement was approved by both

Jaques and the baron, and the letter writ-

ten in the Saracen language and copied by

de Pointz before day. A guard was then

chosen, with Jaques and de Pointz at their

head, to proceed to deliver the letter at the

gates of Joppa. Hamet would willinglyy

have accompanied them, but Jaques justly
"*

observed, that should he be recognised it

would make a requisition on the side of the

cadi, which -could not be complied with, or

at least enhance his demand for the knights,

if they had fallen into his power. Hamet

acknowledged the truth of the remark,

and expressed his gratitude for the care

testified for his safety, and the party being

assembled, they departed on their errand.

The
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The letter delivered at the gates of Joppa,

they were forced to wait three hours before

they could obtain an answer, and which,

when procured, was far from satisfactory.

The master of the dancing girjs had not,

they said, passed the gates, and must,

therefore, have taken the way to some other

place; that the cadi would, however, send

messengers to inquire, and for a proper

j^ransom, if discovered, cause them to be

* restored. This reply was rather palliative

than satisfactory, but being all that they

could obtain, they were forced to affect a

satisfaction they were far from Reeling.

Bertram, with Maynard, Alan, and Ha-

rriet, met them as they returned to the

camp, and expressed their disappointment;

but Hamet, informed of their opinion by

Jaques, desired them not to despair, for

that all had been obtained that could be

expected from a first application. It was,

indeed,
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indeed, possible, he said, that the knight?

might be in Joppa, but far more probable

that they -were taken to a greater distance.

—" At the first appearance of your friends

at the tent of the dancing girls," said he,

" the owner was doubtless not prepared to

secure three men, but their absence to

fetch money, furnished sufficient oppor-

tunity to prepare all to entrap them. The

cadi of Joppa, is known to be avaricious,

he must on the next application, if we do

not hear from him, have another jewel,

and, I trust, if your friends are living, we

shall recover them."

To depart from Palestine, uncertain of

the fate of the three knights was impos-

sible, and twelve days elapsed between the

fluctuation of hope and fear; during which

period de Pointz had sent four times to

the cadi for intelligence, accompanying

each letter with a present. No informa-

tion
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tion was, however, procured, and all began

to regard them as irretrievably lost, when

Hamet proposed, as a last essay, a change

of measures.—" Your concern and soli-

citude," said he, " it is most probable pro-

tracts their slavery ; I will write a letter

which you shall copy, and in it inform the

cadi that you thank him for the interest he

hath taken in your business, but that you

will trouble him no farther, being resolved

to embark in the course of four or five days,

for Europe. This letter accompany with

no present, as he will then conclude it de-

finitive, and if he really knows where the

captives are concealed, that he* shall lose

the opportunity of gaining a large sum if

you depart; for you may be assured he will

demand ten times as much of you as he

could procure in the slave market."

This advice being approved was imme-

diately put in effect, the cadi returned for

answer.
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answer, that he had sent to Aeon and Ro-

setta, to make enquiries, that the messenger

from the first was returned without any

satisfactory intelligence, but that he did

not expect the latter till the following day,

at which time he would remit to them what

information he received.

This answer kept their hopes alive, and

the evening succeeding the cadi was true

to his promise ; a messenger with a guard

being sent to the camp, to inform them

that the three knights were at Aeon, where

they had been sold to an officer of the

police, by the master of the dancing

women, to whom, he affirmed, they had

offered some indignity which had caused

them to be seized.

To investigate the matter the baron's

party, as well as the chiefs of the expedi-

tion, knew would be fruitless, and all that

remained
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remained was to ask the requested sum

that it might be paid. #

On the Saracen messenger being ques-

tioned, he replied boldly, that his master,,

the cadi, had informed him, that six hun-

dred pieces of gold were demanded for the

release of the prisoners,, and another hun-

dred for the expences incurred in seeking

for them ; both sums to be paid at the gates

of 'Joppa, when they should be delivered

up, which might be in four days from the

present time.

All the chiefs who were assembled on

the occasion, expressed their indignation

at the extortion, on the departure of the

messenger; but none more warmly than

Hamet, though he allowed there was* no

f redress, and that any demur or delay,

I might ruin the cause.

The baron, on returning to his tent, ap-

peared overwhelmed with thought, Jaques,

with
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with Harriet, Mayn arc], Alan, and Bertram,

had accompanied him; — the latter of

whom, after appearing to consider the

baron's features with attention, took his

place on a stool by his side. The events

of the evening furnished conversation;

—

Hatnet informed them of many impositions

of the police, which, as he related, Jaques

explained. The baron and Bertram alone

took no share in the discourse, the latter at

length saying, in a low voice,—" Pardon

me, my most honoured Lord, but you are

not so happy to-night as I should expect

from the intelligence we have obtained.—

I would you thought me man enough to

share your councils,—try me, I pray you J

I will never disgrace your confidence.

"

" In faith I believe thee; — but how

comes it, Bertram, that thou hast learned

to read my thoughts?"

" The
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" The face of an honest man is a legible*

book, my Lord, written in plain cha-

racters by the hand of the great Creator.

Besides, when we love the subject, we by

constant perusal learn the characters by

heart. You are sad, my Lord, and as

you have honoured me vvitli the name of

friend, I claim a share."

" I would willingly share all good with

thee, and have not courage even to refuse to<

tell thee the evil. Villeneuf and la Tours,

who are with Fitz-Hugh, are both wealthy,

and also have two rich uncles among the

nobles who accompany us ; I have, there-

fore, no fear for their ransom, for what is

deficient in their own purses their uncles

will undoubtedly supply, though they will

not fail to condemn their conduct. Fitz-

Hugh on the contrary possesses no wealth,

but that would be immaterial, except on

one-
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one account, which is, that I have not, I

fear, wherewithal, either in money or jewels,

to pay the demand of the cadi."

" How much think you will be wanting/*

replied Bertram.

" Above an hundred pieces of gold, and

which I shall find some difficulty to borrow;

for the purses of all, however well filled on

our arrival here, are now nearly exhausted."

" An hundred pieces," repeated Bertram>
u nothing more, my Lord?"

u It is a great sum, thinkest thou not

so?"

" A good sum, as it is to be well ex-

pended," replied the youth, " but not, I

should suppose, hard to be procured among
friends."

As Jaques had been engaged with

Hamet and Maynard in conversation, the

discourse of the baron and Bertram had

passed unnoticed, till Jaques, referring to

de
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de Pointz on some question, it necessarily

ceased, and Bertram finding him engaged

on another subject, took Maynard's arm-

and prepared to depart. The Baron would

fain have detained them longer, but

pleading weariness they left him for the

night.

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER XXXL

A.S the baron was at breakfast the en-

suing morning, with Jaques and Hamet,

Bertram entered the tent alone.—He apo-

logised for his early intrusion, and conversed

on various topics till at length Jaques pro-

posed to walk through the camp ; but

Bertram declining the invitation, the baron

remained with him, while Hamet, who was

warmly attached to the veteran, accepted

the offer.

"My
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u My Lord," said Bertram, when they

were alone, "I am come to ask a proof

of your affection for me,—a refusal will

strike me to the heart ; I also crave secresy

in what I have to request, particularly

from Fitz-Hugh."

" What is it, my lad ?" answered de

Pointz, " speak freely ;—nay, why do'st

thou blush, are we not friends and

brothers?"

" I trust so, my Lord, and ask a bro-

ther's confidence. You favoured me last

night by disclosing the state of your purse;

I have yet some ninety pieces of gold left,

and numberless trinkets and jewels of no

value to me. Those we can sell to the

jewel merchants at Joppa, or perhaps we

may dispose of them in the camp ; for

Maynard informs me there are usurers

even among the pilgrims, and the gold

may
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may be thus obtained without favour or

loss of time."

As he spoke he took two bags from

under his cloak, the one containing gold,

the other jewels; and laying them before

the baron, he said,
—" Do not, my dear

Lord, refuse me, I shall acquire conse-

quence in my own estimation by your

acceptance."

t% Bertram," answered the baron, " thou

hast indeed surprised me, and I sincerely

feel thy kindness; but thou art young, and

though I conjecture thou hast fortune

above thy seeming, yet in such a loan as

this, thou must act b} the concurrence of

thy friends."

" The world," answered Bertram,

" doth not contain a friend nearer to my

heart than the Baron de Pointz; in all else

but this I would consult him,—what I offer

is truly mine own, I depend on no one."

" Open
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" Open then thy true situation to me,

and be assured thou shalt not repent thy

confidence; that cloud of secrcsy obscures

our friendship.—I dare not accept favours

from one whom I do not know."

" In England, my Lord, if 1 live to

reach it, I have promised to have no con-

cealments. My story may cost me a

blush, but my heart is pure, and that

thought shall support me under whatever

may befal me."

" Thus doth thou ever reply to my cu-

riosity respecting thee ; say at least, hast

thou property sufficient to place thee at

ease?"

" Little, my Lord, yet enough to gra-

tify all my wishes, . the most aspiring of

which is to be numbered among your

friends.—But waving all else, say you ac-

cept my offer*"

Hi
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" I feel it as it merits, but for the pre-

sent can make no reply.*"

As the baron concluded, Jaques and

Hamet entered, when to the great vexation

of Bertram, the baron obliged him to take

back the bags he had laid before him.

The evident disappointment of the

youth was not to be concealed, and in

spite of all his endeavours he burst into

tears. An equal favourite with Jaques

and Hamet, both, with the baron, en-

deavoured to console him, though ignorant

of the cause of his emotion. Jaques

spake words of comfort; while Hamet,

precluded speech, expressed sympathy with

his eyes, and taking Bertram's hand, pressed

it to his heart in token of friendship.

The ba? >n was at once grieved and

vexci,

—

Ct Bertram," s:ud he, ** I have

not refused th\ frien fly ff-r, it has if

possible raised thee \n my upmion; but,

vol. ii. M my
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my good lad, I must not suffer my neces-

sities to injure thee.—Let our friends judge

between us."

" No, my Lord/' answered Bertram,

" I entreated your secrecy ; for the present

I will retire, and learn to bear disappoint-

ment better." So saying, he bowed, and

immediately left the tent.

The baron saw that the curiosity of both

the friends was excited ; therefore, con-

sidering what had passed as entirely to the

honour of Bertram, he readily related their

conversation.

" The gold I am almost sure I can pro-

cure in the camp," said he, " though

there 'are many to whom I do not wish to

be obliged ; however, in this case, I shall

make the safety of Fitz-Hugh my first

consideration."

" I have helped to reduce you to this

dilemma," said Jaques.

The
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The baron embraced him.

—

U Believe

me," said he, u wlien I call Heaven to

witness, that I think the day when we be-

came acquainted, one of the most fortunate

of my life."

Jaques returned his salute.

—

" On my
part," said he, " I call the same Power

to witness, that to forfeit your friendship,

would to me be worse than death itself.

—

I had no claim in life—you have forced me
to love you—Bertram hath insinuated him-

self into my heart; and both conjoined,

have given me a tie to the world I never

expected to experience.—Yet I dare not

look back; the retrospect is too ^dreary,

and never fails to drive my brain to dis-

traction, and my heart to despair."

Hamet loofc id anxioasly on them; when

in some measure to gratify his curiosity,

Jaques related the proffer of Bertram to

M 2 the
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the baron, and the grief his denial occa-

sioned him.

u 'Tis a noble boy," answered Hamet

;

" the baron must soften his refusal, lest he

degrade him in his own opinion.

"

Jaques repeated Harriet's words to de

Pointz, and a general conversation took

place, till after dinner; when Hamet ad-

dressing Jaques, said,
—" The baron hath

.frequently wished to see the ruins of my

father's haram, that scene to me of. com-

plicated horrors ; I also desire to visit it

once more before I leave this country,—

will you walk there this evening?"

" Do you judge it safe?" replied Jaques.

" Perfectly, you are armed, the wood is

little frequented; and nothing remains that

can awaken cupidity."

The baron willingly agreed to join them;

adding,—" We will call for Bertram, I

am uneasy respecting him/'

"I
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" I meant to propose it," said Harriet,

when Jijques informed him of the baron's

answer. " Maynard and his son can also?

go with us."

All being agreed, they resolved to de-

part early, repairing first to Maynard's

tent. The old man and his son were

alone;—the baron enquired anxiously after

Bertram.

" He is in the interior of the tent/'

answered Alan; " he is disordered, and

his spirits even more than usually de-

pressed, though we know not from what

cause.
5 '

De Pointz requested Alan to call him

;

but the youth hearing his voice, came

forth.

" We are going to see the ruins of

Hamet's haram," said the baron, " and

called to entreat the company of thyself

and friends."

M 3 Bertram
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Bertram turned to Maynard, who re-

plied,

—

" I do not think thou art able

this evening,—if thou art, we are willing."

" I thank you," answered Bertram

;

then speaking to the baron, he added, " we

attend your pleasure,—the sight of the

ruins will teach me resignation under small

evils, when I reflect on what has been

suffered within those hated walls."

They then left the tent, passed the

camp, and entered the wood which led to

the haram.

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER XXXII.

JAQUES and Harriet led the way, both

apparently buried in reflection ; the baron

followed with Bertram, whose spirits he was

endeavouring to enliven by general obser-

vations, in which Maynard and Alan occa-

sionally joined.

Having reached the desolated spot,

Hamet passed them hastily, and with a

look of anguish entered the garden by the

M 4 broken
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broken terrace, and rushing forward threw

himself under a fig tree that grew

beneath it. — All followed him, they

judged truly that it was the grave of Selima,

and expressed their sympathy by their

silence;-—but Bertram, whose spirits were

already oppressed, unclasping his arm from

the baron's and kneeling by Hamet, joined

his tears with those of the Saracen.—After

some time spent in sorrow, Jaques wishing

to remove the latter from the spot, re-

quested him to accompany them into the

interior of the ruins; and at length taking

his arm, they prepared to proceed.

" I pray you," said Bertram, f\ leave my
cousins here with me, there is nothing to

fear, my spirits are not equal to a review of

that horrid scene, or of descending into

the dungeon this evening,—we will await

your return under this tree."

Jaques
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Jaques and the baron looked cautiously

around, and being assured by Hainet there

was no danger, they accorded to the

youth's request.

Hamet's spirits were greatly depressed,

those of Jaqnes were not much better,

while the baron involuntarily shuddered at

what he could not but suppose de Mowbray

had suffered in that dreadful abyss.

Thus each buried in his own contempla-

tions, having explored the dungeon and

ruins, they returned in silence to the upper

part of the terrace; where Hamet looking

over, hastily, but in an under voice, asked

Jaques the reason of what he beheld.

Jaques turning to. the spot, replied, by

bidding the Saracen be silent and attend,

as what he saw would explain the cause of

Bertram's wish to remain behind them.—

The youth, with his cousin and Maynard,

were apparently in solemn supplication for

some
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some minutes, after which the senior, with

his staff, made a hole in the earth, into

which Hamet, with astonishment, beheld

the youth Bertram drop a small golden

cross, and then carefully close the opening

so that no mark might remain.

Willing to continue concealed, the

baron and Jaques drew Hamet aside, the

latter informing him that Bertram's piety

had led him to pray for the repose of

Selima, according to the Christian rites.

—

The cross he saw him throw into the earth

was a sacred symbol, and meant to sanc-

tify the corpse, and defend the soul, if it

wandered, from the power of evil spirits.

Hamet was moved even to transport, for

though his eyes overflowed with tears, he

clasped his hands, and called the blessing

of Heaven on the youth; and breaking

from the grasp of Jaques, he flew rather

than ran down the terrace, and throwing

himself
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himself on bis knees by the side of Bertram,

who yet remained prostrate, exclaimed,

—

"Whether the Virgin Mother of the

Christians, or the Holy Prophet of the

Mahometans dietates thy faith, thou ex-

emplary boy, thou wilt assuredly be here-

after seated in the highest Heaven."

The baron and Jaques bad hastened after

him and heard his exclamation.—Bertram

and his friends, on Hamet'a appearance

had immediately risen;—the first seemed

covered with confusion, but endeavouring

to conceal it he said,

—

" You have surely hastened ; we expected

your stay to be longer, and to beguile

the time, said a prayer for the unhappy

Selima."

Bertram as usual appeared to recover his

spirits by religious duties, and observing

Hamet still wept, he said to Jaques, " Tell

him, I pray you, not to weep for Selima,

who
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who I judge was a Christian as far as she

knew, and I trust is now at peace."* His

tears were more properly bestowed on Oth-

mau, whose guilty spirit is even now per-

haps enduring the tortures threatened to

such deadly sins, and expiating its earthly

crimes alternately, in the burning regions of

subterranean fire, or hoveling between ea-rth

and sky, tossed by the viewless winds a-

midst the freezing hoards of everlasting

frost and snow."

Jaques, moved with the energy of Ber-

tram, immediately explained to Hamet

what he said, when the Saracen replied, " I

will endeavour to learn your language, were

it only to converse with that youth ; but I

have a duty yet to perform, which as a se-

condary motive brought me hither.—Un-

der the third tree from my Selima's grave,

is deposited the treasure I mentioned ; some

men whom you can trust may remove it to the

camp.
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camp. Should I fall into the hands of my

countrymen, of which I have however no

fear, or should I die before I reach Europe,

I pray ye let it be divided in equal parts be-

tween those whom I love best, yourself, the

baron, and Bertram, first giving memorials

to Maynard and. Alan."

" Long may you live to enjoy it/' re-

plied Jaques, " I trust hereafter to consider

you as a brother, united not only in worldly

interest, but in that more material one of

happiness hereafter."

Jaques then explained to the baron atfd

Bertram what had passed, and in return re-

ceived their assurances that their utmost

wish was that Harriet's future fortune

might recompense him for the evils he had

hitherto met with.

As the day began to close, they all re-

turned to the camp, and the ensuing

morning, the baron, at Hamet's desire,

selected
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selected Maynard, Gregory, and two more,

to abcompany him, with Hamet and Jaques,

to the gafrdeH of the haram.—At an early

hour they returned wit!) a large chest

carefully fastened, which the baron safely

delivered to the Saracen.

END OF VOL. II-

(Norbury, Printer, Brentford-
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